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ABBREVIATIONS 
All units used throughout this thesis are S. I. units, denoted by their 
standard symbols. Other non-standard abbreviations used are listed 
below. 
DM digital multimeter 
f frequency 
fM maximum frequency 
FRA frequency response analyser 
ic integrated circuit 
ISE ion selective electrode 
ISFET ion sensitive field effect transistor 
ism ion selective material 
ISSE ion sensitive solid-state electrod. e 
JFET junction field effect transistor 
MOSFET metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistor 
SS solid-state 
SSISE solid-state ion selective electrode 
RT room temperature 




The fundamental questions underlying the performance and stability of any 
form of microelectronic ion-selective electrode are (i) the nature of the 
sensing mechanisms occurring at the electrode-test solution interface, i. e. 
the active surface and, (ii) the nature of the electronic and electrochemical 
processes involved in transmitting a change in potential at an active surface 
to the required electronics, i. e. the total transducing function. The crucial 
process requiring investigation is that which occurs at the interface between 
the ion-selective material, and in the case of hybrid type devices, the metal 
"back contact". This is particularly important when using materials such as 
pH-glasses which respond and conduct electricity by ionic mechanisms. 
Fabrication details and procedures for thick-film pH sensors based on 
commercially available Corning 015 glass, were devised and are reported. 
Empirical studies evaluating their responses are detailed and the accompanying 
relevant theoretical treatments are included. Variations in sensitivities are 
categorised in terms of manufacturing parameters. Evaluation of the 
electrode processes for a variety of different electrical contacts was studied 
by a. c. impedance techniques. Activation energies for the principle 
processes were obtained and equivalent circuits proposed, based on the a. c. 
measurements. Incorporated within the different electrical contacts used 
were several systems which attempted to mimic in solid form the reversible 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1. 
1.1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
The Department of Electrical Engineering at Edinburgh University has, for 
some years, maintained a small programme of research on microlectronic 
I ion selective electrodes . Some of the earliest studies carried out on ion 
selective field effect transistors (ISFETs), incorporating SiO 2 as the H+ 2 
sensitive medium, were within this group . The ion selective materials 
(ISMs) 
have been in the main amorphous in nature. The present research involves a 
study of an ionically conducting soda-lime-silicate glCass which is sensitive to 
hydrogen ions. 
Of all the ion selective electrodes (ISEs) available, by far the most common is 
the pH or "glass" electrode. This is not surprising because many processes in 
manufacturing industry and particularly in biological ly- based production systems, 
require careful control of pH. In all enzyme reactions, small variation5in pH 
can direct the course of the reaction and for these systems continuous 
monitoring is necessary. A convenient and robust pH electrode is therefore 
sought after and it is this which has motivated much of the research towards 
the production of solid state sensors. 
1.2 OBJECTIVES 
An important part of this project was to consider, in detail, the operational 
aspects of the conventional "glass" electrode and to develop criteria for a 
similarly well-defined electrode process in a solid state equivalent. The 
development of a well-defined electrode system is an ambitious objective. 
For many reasons' including experimental flexibility, size and cost, thick-film 
technology was chosen as the preferred route to a solid-state sensor. This 
would allow interfacing with microelectronic components which, as discussed 
in Chapter 3, gives a number of advantages. The resulting structure is termed 
a "hybrid device". Establishing a route to this goal would open up possibilities 
for other sensing materials which are in the main ionic conductors and further 
projects would eventually lead to a multi-ion sensor in the form of thick-filr-n 
sensor arrays. 
Investigation of the interface of the sensing material with an electronic 
conductor was to be studied principally by the a. c. impedance response of these 
2. 
junctions. The long term stability and the non-trivial problems of encapsulation 
were also major topics for investigation. Development of the ion-sensing 
structures with appropriate back-up circuitry to effect a low impedance output 
reading was also included. 
1.3 THEORETICAL APPROACHES 
An interesting aspect of this project was the diversity of studies involved: 
Ion selectivity and sensing mechanisms. 
Applications of microelectronics. 
Conduction processes in silicate glasses. 
Studies of charge transfer mechanisms at interfaces. 
The chemistry and thermodynamics of glass-to-metal 
adhesion. 
0 The application of frequency dependent a. c. responses 
to characterise electrode processes. 
The established mechanisms reported for the "glass electrode" are critically 
reviewed in Chapter 2 
3. The relevance of such mechanisms to non-membrane 
electrodes and the processes occurring solely at the ion-selective 
surfaces are discussed. These are viewed in the light of recent applications 
of colloid chemistry 
4,5 
to active surface sites 
6. Features of the site-binding 
model and of the hydrated glass surface are brought together in a tentative 
model proposed in Fig. 2.4. A new ion-sensing mechanism appropriate to non- 
membrane electrode situations is also outlined. 
A notable feature to emerge from the diverse literature survey was the 
remarkable consistency with which previous unrelated topics complemented 
each other. For example, fundamental studies of glass-metal bonds, detailed 
in Chapter 3.5, correlate extremely well with both observed results in thick- 
film fabrication experiments and in reports of reversibly contacted 
7,8,9 
electrodes 
1.4 PRACTICAL PROBLEMS 
Within the scope of this project the following practical problems were 
investigated: 
3. 
Fabrication of thick-film (TF) pH electrodes, with 
various types of electrical contacts. 
Testing these electrodes for pH sensitivity and long 
term response. 
Investigating encapsulation materials and designing 
devices for long term usage. 
Designing and fabricating structures suitable for a. c. 
impedance studies. 
Integrating the ISE with the appropriate electronics 
to effect a low output impedance device. 
As is described in Chapter 6, by far the most time consuming and demanding 
aspect was the fabrication and testing procedures which had to be carried 
out on all devices made. The most critical parameter of fabrication with 
respect to pH-sensitivity was the heat treatment used in the device fabrication. 
This governs the condition of the glass surface and the effect on sensitivity 
was marked. The following Chapters 2 to 5 (inclusive) detail the theoretical 
treatments and Chapters 6 to 8 (inclusive) describe results obtained. Each 
Chapter contains introduction and discussion sections. A composite overall 
discussion is given in Chapter 9. 
CHAPTER 2: THE pH-RESPONSE OF THE GLASS ELECTRODE 
4. 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
2.1.1 General Description 
Thirty-one years after electrolytic conduction was first observed 
10 in glass, 
Cremer 11 reported (1906) the existence of an electric potential difference 
across a thin glass membrane separating two aqueous solutions. This' 
potential difference was found to be very sensitive to change in acidity of 
the solution. 
Since these first observations a wealth of research has served to gradually 
explain the mechanisms of the phenomena and by the late 1930s the function 
L and experimental limitations were at least semi-qua4atively explained. 
Advances in scientific techniques have revealed more detailed information 
on Ihe chemical and physical processes occurring in the glass membrane 
and at its surfaces. A comprehensive study was edited by Eisenman 
3 
in 1967 and this brought together the basic concepts of theory and practice 
which are still generally valid. These concepts are described in this 
chapter along with more recent and controversial contributions to the 
subject. 
The "glass electrode" is perhaps a misnomer in that the glass part is in fact 
12 
a fixed charge ion-exchange membrane that is a compact membrane with 
internal diffusion potentials. The "electrode" part is the internal reference 
electrode usually a silver wire coated with silver chloride (Ag/AgCl). The 
general arrangement of a pH glass electrode is shown schematically 
in Fig. 2.1. It consists essentially of a bulb blown from a suitable glass and 
usually the glass wall of the bulb is around 300 prn thick. This bulb is 
normally filled with dilute hydrochloric acid, buffered with potassium 
chloride and as mentioned above the structure is completed with an internal 
Ag/AgCl reference electrode. Electrodes constructed in this way will 
henceforth be referred to as "conventional" pH electrodes, to distinguish them 
from the alternative structures which are the main theme of this thesis. 
The composition of pH-sensitive glasses can vary; the particular one used 
in this project was 22% wt. Na 2 0,6% wt. CaO and 72% wt. SiO 2 which is 
manufactured by Corning Glass Works (USA) and designated Corning 015. 
Corning 015 was first developed in 1930, and for many years it was the 
FIGURE 2.1 
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standard glass for pH-electrode applications. In recent years, however, a 
number of alternative compositions have been developed mainly to improve 
the performance of glass pH-electrodes in the alkaline region. The response 
of Corning 015 glass deteriorates at pH>8 due to the so-called alkaline 
error (see section 2.2.3). More recent compositions are, however, very 
difficult to obtain from the developers, thus Corning 015 was chosen. It 
is readily available, well tested and documented 
13,14,15. 
Within the glass membrane the sodium ions have small effective ionic radii 
and occupy the interstitial sites within the short range ordered silica-Ee- 
16 
framework . The mobility of these ions is considerable 
(see Chapter 4, 
section 1), and their diffusion within the matrix is essential for the 
function of the electrode. As shown in Fig. 2.1, the internal reference 
electrode provides the necessary electrical connection. The pH of a test 
solution is measured by immersion of the glass electrode and some suitable 
external reference electrode in the test solution. The voltage difference 
between these two reference electrodes is a measure of the pH. A high 
impedance voltmeter is required as the resistance of the glass "membrane" 
is of the order of 108 ohms. 
2.1.2 Fundamentals of Nernst Response 
In simplest terms the surface of the glass -can 
be regarded as an ion- 
exchanger involving the general reaction 
17 
: 
a0 ED 0 I' glass +J solution i glass +I solution 
where I 
G) is a specific cation and J 
E) is a different cation. 
The reaction constant for this ion exchange process is 
K (a a' Wa'. a ijIi 
where a= activity, and the prime refers to the glass phase. 
The exchange reaction occurs at both glass-solution interfaces. Ionic 
diffusion within the glass gives rise to a steady-state situation in which 
6. 
ions in the glass are equilibriated with those in both the external and 
internal solutions. The two solutions are therefore in "quasi-equilibrium". 
Under equilibrium conditions the Gibbs free energy AG is given by: 
AG = AG 
0+ RT i nK 
where AG 0 is the free energy at STP. 
Also, 
AG =- lZIn FE 
where E is the cell emf 
E0 is the standard potential for the electrode 
Z is the charge on the ions, unity in this case 
n is the number of moles 
F is the "Faraday" of charge 
Thus the emf of the complete cell 
EE02.303 RT log K 
nF 
where K is the complete equilibrium constant of ion exchange at both 
surfaces of the glass "membrane". The activity of the glass host ion cancels, 
and for the case of hydrogen ion activity the overall reaction constant 
aH Q) external solution 
aH E) internal solution 




EEo- RT In F 
aHe external 
aH Ointernal 
Eo = constant of the glass electrode. 
The aH0 of the internal solution is kept constant. Thus for 
each decade change in hydrogen ion concentration of the test 
7. 
solution at standard temperature (25 0 C) there is a change in potential 
of -59 mV. This is known as the nernstian response and the potential 
difference is related to the pH of the test solution by 
E=E+2.303RT pH 0F 
where pH =- loglo a Ho' 
It is noteworthy that the terms "activity" and "concentration" are normally 
used interchangeably in the present context. This is a fairly good 
approximation at the concentration levels under test, i. e. [H(j)] = 
10-14 __)ý 10-1M. 
It must not however be overlooked that the activity a is given by: 
ym 
where y is the activity coefficient 
m is the concentration in units of molality. 
The activity coefficient is a measure of how ideal the system is, i. e. for a 
solution in equilibrium with its vapour obeying the ideal gas laws then 
y= unity and activity is equal to concentration. The more dilute a solution, 
the more ideal the system, and the chemical potential (p) is given by: 
p. pO + RT In m. 111 
where mi = concentration if i ions. 
For non ideal systems 
p0 RT In -y 
Thus in solutions of high concentration or ionic strength activities are the 
more accurate term. 
Throughout this chapter, many potentials are discussed and for simplicity 
the emfs and standard electrode potentials of complete cells a re designated 
0 E and E. All othet- potentials referring to the glass membrane or parts thereof 
8. 
will be designated y and sub or superscripted as necessary. Also the term 
hydrogen ion, H is used (again for simplicity) in place of the more accurate 
hydronium ion H30C, , when referring to solutions. 
In an ideally reversible electrode all interfaces allow the reversible exchange 
of material and all constituent phases of the half cell containing the 
reversible electrode are at thermodynamic equilibrium. The conventional 
glass electrode approaches these criteria by virtue of the "quasi-equilibrium" 
conditions explained earlier in this section. As emphasised by Gibbs, "errif 
can only be measured between two leads extending from an electrochemical 
cell". Relating that measurement to some cell parameter, like species 
parameters such as H0, it is necessary to define the total cell process 
19 
This becomes increasingly difficult in the case of the metal contacted 
glass pH sensors, which are discussed in later chapters (3 and 7). 
2.2 Ion-Exchange Model and Origin of the Glass-Potential 
The electrical potential difference observed across a glass 'membrane' 
separating two solutions is the sum of contributions from both phase 
boundary potentials and a diffusion potential within the membrane which is 
3 
a consequence of cation migration through the anionic network 
The Galvanic cell can be represented as follows: 
the glass electrode 
internal internal 
4- Yd external external 
reference buffered Glass buffered reference 
electrode solution' solution electrode 
CPI 2 cP 3 'P 4 
The errif can be expressed as the sum of the interphase potential differences 
(ýI' 'ý29 (P3, and 'ý4 along with the diffusion potential, (ýd I within the glass. 
The enif = (ýl - 'ý2 + (ý3 - T4 4- ýod 
where the interphase potential difference is the electrical potential of the 
9. 
solid phase relative to that of the liquid phase. 
(P =ý solid - ýIiquid 
Under normal experimental conditions (ý I' 'ý2 and 'ý 4 are constant or, as is 
the case with 'ýPV its depedence is known. This leaves (Pd and yh controlling 
the potential difference. Looking solely at the glass mernbrane the total 
potential across the membrane is 
where %' = 
TB" 
'ýD 
'ýV 7- %' + 'ýD +%" (2.2) 
phase boundary potential with solution' 
IIII it IIIIII 
diffusion potential. 
A more detailed account of the two sources of potential is required. 
2.2.1 The Phase Boundarv Potentials 
The potential developed at the phase boundaries is a direct consequence of the 
specific ionic activity of the solution exchanging and equilibrating with those 
ions in the glass. This exchange actually occurs within a thin gel layer which 
is formed by hydration of the glass membrane surfaces. The physical position 
of this layer is indicated in Fig. 2.1a and the formation and relevant properties 
are discussed in detail in section2.5. For the present purposes it suffices 
to assume plane reaction surfaces. The exchange of one cation for another is 
21 
thought to proceed to equilibrium without affecting theanlon'c network 
Consider again the following ion exchange reaction. 
glass +M 
E) 
solution ýý H0 solution +M 
(D 
glass 
The reaction constant 
KaHa, 
ý 
HM a' Ham 
[Products) 
Meactants] (2.3) 
where a= activity in the solution phase 
a' activity in the glass phase. 
10. 
At equilibrium the electro-chemical potential in the glass is the same as that 
17 in the solution . Thus 
p+ Fý' H 
and 
pM + Fý = pý + Fý' 
where = electrical potential in the solution phase. 
= electrical potential within the glass. 
The chemical potential 
p= pO + RTJna 
ol-) RT a F0 In ý'H - 11H F ý-W 
0% 
RT 2.303 1aH V-ý constant +F %-ýb ak 
where the constant includes standard potentials. 
(2.4) 
Thus the electrical potential difference between the surface layer of glass and 
the solution 's % and the two ions are in equilibrium; 
(P -. 't T02.303 
RT log 
(a 
H02.303 RT log 
(a 
M) (2.5) 
F ýa H 
'ýM +F (aý) 
where y0 and yo are standard potentials. m 
It is assumed that the activities of M 
(D 
and H 
E) in the glass are equal to their 
total concentration, i. e. regardless of degree of substitution the activity 
coefficient y is unity and 
a' N and aý NM HH 
Thus from (2.3) 
KaHNM HM aMNH (2.6) 
which can be rearranged to give 
Ka m (a H+ Ka maH 
Nm (N H+NmNH 
Combining (2.4) and (2.7) 
a+ Ka 
012.303 RT log [_H __ -M FNH+Nm 
Q0- 
For M, Na, and assuming that the total concentration of H and Na is 
constant in the glass then; 
ýp =T0+2.303 RT log (a +Ka FH HNa Na 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
This is the basic equation describing the main process occurring at a phase 
boundary. The ion exchange contant K is specific for a given glass and pair 
of ions present in solution at a given temperature. If, in solution, aH>> Ka- M 
then 
y==T0+2.303 
RT log a YH FH 
and conversely if aH << K&Mq then 
0 2.303 RT log-K + 
2.303 RT log a Ip -FFm 
0 2.303 RT log a 'ýM +-Fm 
Nicolski 22 first deduced this equation for the selectivity of the glass electrode 
whentaking into account the Na 
0 ion response of the electrode. Equation (2.8) 
was generalised by Eisenman 
20 f or i and j ions 
constant n 
RT 
' 2.303 log [a! 
I/n 
+ (K a! 
I/n 1 (2.9) 
FII 
where %' is the phase boundary potential with solution similarly 
'ý B is the phase 
boundary potential with solution 
II= -constant -n 
RT 2.303 log [a'' I/n i (K a")' 
/n (2.10) 4'B FI ij 
12. 
where n= an empirical constant characteristic of the particular glass 
and of the pair of cations under consideration, and is a measure 
of the selectivity. For normal alkali ion pairs n=1. 
2.2.2 The Diffusion Potential 
An expression for the diffusion potential is derived by considering the following: 
For two interdiffusing cations i and J, to maintain electroneutrality the flux 




In a soda-lime silicate network the negative sites are fixed and are constant in 
number. The electrical potential gradient T grad' 
from the Nernst-Planck 
equations gives 
RT ui-u1 DC 91na 1 
grad F clul +CiU 3x 9 In C, 
where U1 and U) are the respective mobilities of i and j, and the diffusion 
potential 'ýD is given bY23 
II 
if C. (U. /u. ) -1 aIna. IT dx RT ýIiI-)-C. I dC. TD grad F cl 
ci (U i 
/U a In C 
i 
The primes denote solution ' and solution " at opposite sides of the glass 
membrane. The diffusion potential depends only upon the ionic concentrations 
at the two surfaces C! ' and C, the mobility ratio (U. /U. ) and the thermo- IijI 
dynamic factor. 
ýIna- cI ay 
3 In C. 
I 'Yi 
ac 
Since the activity coefficient -y = (a/C), this term is the change in activity 
with concentration, and if -y is constant (y Ina I 
/D In C 
1) will 
be unity. if 
ion eNchange follows then 
n a InC. 
I 
13. 
Moreover if the mobility ratio (U i 
/U 
I) 
is constant, and the total ionic 
concentration (C +C) is also constantg equation (2.11) can be integrate2 to 
give: 
C" + C!, (U. /U. ) nRT In IjI 
D C, T C, (U. /U. ) ij)I 
(2.12) 
The diffusion potential is related to the ionic concf-ntration in the external 
a. C. 
solution through the coefficient K, and for (a C then 
a! ' +K (U /U. ) a" 
nRT [ -In 
1jIi TD F a! + K(U/U. ) a! 1j13 
a! ' +Ka 
In K a! 
N. B. This is for the case n=1. 
2.2.3 Total Potential, Selectivity and Practical Considerations 
The total potential across the membrane is given by the equation of 
T Eý + (PD +% "' i. e. the summation of equations 
(2.9), (2.10) and (2.13). 
, I/n 
U. I /n 
a+ -J (Ka'] 
(P nRT In 1n 
Ul i 
l/n vFY+ý! i [Ka' j] u 
(2.13) 
In this expression K reflects solely the equilibrium or phase boundary processes 
20 
and (U i 
/U 
i) reflects solely the 
diffusion processes. Eisenman tried to resolve 
the relative contributions of these two processes to the overall potential. He 
studied the glass potential in differing alkali-ion solutions to measure K 
accurately. Isotope diffusion studies were also carried out as a function of 
time, to measure relative mobilities. He concluded that the glass electrode 
potential has a mixed origin, involving both phase boundary and diffusion 
potentials, with relative contributions depending on the type of glass. 
Moreover, when an electrode is responding with a nernstian slope to a given 
ion (in pure solution) the change in potential is due to changes in the 
phase boundary potentials alone. The diffusion potential is constant in this 
situation and at its maximum value is RT log(LI I 
/U. ) when the glass separates 
(B 0 
two pure solutions of i and j, regardless of their concentrations. Equation 
14. 
(2.14) has proved valid for many monovalent cations, e. g. 1-10,1-10, Naýj Ago, 
and NHE) over pH ranges of 2 to 11. It can be f urther simplif led 
24 
, and is 4 
written below in terms of the total cell emf. 
a' 
1/n (K. pot a')' 
/n 





a' )l/n i ij i 
Equation (2.45) relates the glass potential selectivity constant or its 
permeability ratio, in terms of the ion exchange equilibrium constant for the 
interfaces K, and the mobility ratio (Ui/Uj), where KPot is 1) 
Eot 
ij 
and is formally identical to the permeability ratio and these two terms are 
used interchangeably by Eisenman. 
The above discussion has already introduced the concept of selectivity of a 
glass surface to a particular ion. It is noteworthy that in practical applications 
of the pH-sensitive glass electrode there are two main areas of error, that is, 
acid error and alkaline error. The acid error is a deviation from nernstian 
response at pH values < 2, usually due to a high ionic concentration in the 
solution. Alkaline error is a sub-nernstian response at pH values usually > 9, 
and is a function of the glass selectivity to alkali metal ions in solution. 
3 The necessary requirement for cation selectivity is according to Eisenman 
"to introduce into the glass structure a co-ordination state higher than its 
normal oxidation state. This introduces a fixed anionic site of field strength 
appropriate to cation selectivity, when the difference between the oxidation 
state and co-ordination number leads to an excess in bonding strength of 0.5 
or less, than that of the oxygen. " This stipulation of Eisenman may be 
simplified by considering Pauling's empirical electrostatic valence rule: 
Bond Strength Charge 
(oxidation state) z 
Co-ordination No. CN 
e. g. f or 
sl IV si IV 
II 
15. 
Residual bond strength of oxygen 
= Charge on 0 (-2) - "strength" of bonds from adjacent cations 
2( 4) 4 
Now consider 
Al 









This is a simplistic view of what must be a far more complex situation in 
reality where steric parameters will be a major consideration. 
The dependence of activity coefficients on the concentration of ions within 
the glass is more involved than in the solution case. The effects of ion 
25,26 27 
exchange on bonding strengths has been studied , and Lundquist 
proposed an expression for the potential by considering the total energy 
contribution by all pairs of ions and the number of ions in the glass. Given 
some assumptions, a power dependence of activity coefficients of ions on 
their concentrations within the glass was established 
K-aHNmnm 
aNnH MH 
This is analogous to equation (2.6) where nM and nH are constants connected 
with the interchange energy and co-ordination number of these ions. 
Empirical experiments using radioactive tracers28 gave similar results. 
Assuming nH=nM=n 
K (a N n) Aa Nn HMHMMH 
16. 
This expression, when taken through the same sequence which gave rise to 
equation (2.8), gives the standard potential, 
(P 00H+ 
RT In (N i+Ni 
)n = constant F 
This is in agreement with experimental values for a number of glasses. 
The practical implications of the alkaline error are illustrated in Table 2.1 
3 
Table 2.1i: Sokolof and Passynsky's, Glasses 
Millivolt error 
0700 at pH--13 
W. % Mol. % in 
R20 CaO SIO 2R20 CaO SiO 2 UOH NaOH KOH 
Lithium glass 10 10 80 18.1 9.6 72.3 120 10 0 
Sodium glass 20 8 72 19.4 8.6 72.0 130 100 20 
Potassium glass 25 10 65 17.4 11.7 70.9 130 110 70 
Corning 0.15 22 6 72 21.3 6.4 72.3 71* 90* 15* 
* 25'C, pH= 13, solutions IN in Lie, Nao and Klý respectively. 
Notably the Corning 015 glass used in this project is reported to give a fairly 
linear response between pH2 and 8, but above pH9 relatively large alkaline errors 
are observed depending on the ionic composition and strength of the solutions. 
Acid errors also occur, below pH2, which are dependent on the anions present, 
and particularly large errors are observed when fluoride solutions are tested. 
Adjusting the composition of the pH-sensitive glass 
20 
can gr . eatly modify its 
response. Additions of relatively small quantities of Al 203 increases the 
alkaline error and makes the glass much more sensitive to Na 
ED ions, to the 
extent that when present in concentrations of about 17% wt the glass becomes 
insensitl,,,, e to [H+1 and is a Na 
0 ion sensor. Conversely, the addition of 
La 0 
30 
into the glass reduces the alkaline error without radically altering 23 
the resistivity. It is interesting to note that when the surface of the glass 
17. 
is "dealkalized" it is rendered more resistant to hydration and no longer 
responds to pH. This is important when pH sensors are produced by the 
thick film techniques discussed in Chapter 6, and investigated using the 
A. C. impedance techniques reported in Chapter 8. The effect of 
dealkalyzation was reported3l for conventional pH-electrodes in contact wIth 
moist sulphur dioxide. The glass exchanges Na 
E) ions for hydrogen ions, 
followed by elimination of H20 from the network. A bloom of Na 2 SO 3 or 
Na SO is left on the glass and the "dealkalyzed" surface is left more 24 
resistant to attack by water. Surface conditions are discussed in more detail 
in section 2.4.1. 
2.3 Kinetic Models of the Glass pH Response 
An alternative approach to the pH response of a glass electrode is via a 
consideration of electrode kinetics. Recently, Baucke, 
32 has reported a 
detailed study of the kinetic approach which he claims excludes mechanisms 
of ion-exchange of different cations. 
A concise but simplified and generalised derivation of the Nernst equation on 
the basis of the electrode kinetics, based on metal/solution interfaces, is 
given in an earlier monograph by Bockris and ReddY33 and it is convenient 
to first summarise their arguments. The electrode reponse is regarded in 
terms of the current densities at the electrode/electrolyte interface. The 
current density W vs over potential (n) curve is shown in Fig. 2.2 and at the 
origin it corresponds to equilibrium. Thus the net current density (i) is also 
zero. At this point the de-electronation 1 and electronation i current 
densities are equal 0= i) and at equilibrium they are equal to the equilibrium 
exchange current density (i 0 
), e. g.: 
F(p/RT i0 Flllý 
CCAý 
- 
where Kc is the rate constant, 




CA and CD are concentrations of donor and 
and where y= the absolute potential difference across the interface at 
equilibrium. 
FIGURE 2.2 
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The i versus T] relation has one point of particular interest, 
the point of zero overpotential and zero current. It corresponds 




a is given by the ratio of two distances - the distance from 
the electrode to the point of maximum potential in the 
double layer to the whole thickness of the double layer. It 
is called the "symmetry factor" and is an intrinsic characteristic 
of the charge transfer process at an interface. 
. 
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Baucke's treatment of the glass electrode response is more detailed and his 
most recent account 
32 
, is concerned mainly with the thermodynamics of the 
glass response. The classical thermodynamics are approached via a slightly 
different reaction model and this is perhaps the first notable deviation from 
the ion-exchange model described in equation (2.3). The ion-exchange model 
makes no attempt to def ine the source of the potential determining step in 
the "one-for-one" charge exchange process on which it depends. Baucke does 
propose a credible solution to this central question of the source of potential 
at the glass surface although this aspect is not emphasised but is implicit in 
the account. He considers the processes occuring at the glass solution 
interface in terms of two main discrete reactions involving association and 
dissociation processes as follows: 
I 
= SiOH(g) +H O(Soln) -- SiO 
0 (g) + [H 01 
0 Soln 2 r- 3 
The constant for this dissociation reaction is given by 
K (a' O. a 0 /a' a. ) exp 
(-Fy/RT) 
D sio H30 SiOH H20 
where a and a' are activities in the solution and glass respectively and 
(F(p) is the electrical energy involved in the complete separation of 
the two charges. 
The association reaction is: 
= sio 
0 (g) +M0 (Soln) -- -= SiO 
9mQ 
The association equilibrium is fixed by the "association constant" 







Combination of the two reactions is equivalent to the ion-exchange model 
discussed in section 2.2. The equilibrium constant for the overall reaction is 
given by the product of KA and KD: 
The overall reaction is 
(D 0 E) 
Si OH(g) +M (Soln) +H20 (Soln) SiO ... M 
(g) +H3 00 (Soln) 




H, 2 3 
2o. 
Assuming the ratios (aS, 00/a SJOH 
) and a Sio Q/aSIOM) are constant, the 
constant (K AKD) reduces to the ratio of aH0 () to aM0 and is in practice a 
measure of selectivity which is equal to K MH of equation 
(2.3). Direct 
rearrangement of equations (2.19) and (2.21) gives the potentials in the phase 
boundary. 
y= -(RT/F)ln KD+ (RT/F)ln . 
(a' 
sio E). aH30 E)/a' SiOH) 
(2.23) 
and 
(p = (RT/F)ln KA+ (RT/F)ln ('a' sio E). a m G/a' slom 
) (2.23) 
Baucke's report still poses some unanswered questions. For instance, the 
assumption of constant activity or concentration ratios (e. g. [SiO 
E) ]/[SIOHI) is 
necessary to achieve agreement with experimental results, yet these species 
participate in the surface reaction. The proposed solution to these problems 
is given by a kinetic approach very similar to the basic kinetic derivation of 
the Nernst equation given by Bockris commencing with equation (2.16). The 
proposed sequence is as follows: for pure pH response, there is a continuous 
exchange of protons at equal anodic and cathodic rates via the small 
concentrations of E SiO 
E) 
groups. The ionic exchange current densities are: 
-t (- ýF (P/R T) 
o, H =IH 
Fýk 
a, H aH30 ED exp 
4- 4- 
cl M- B)Fy/R T) 'H FK 
c, H SiOH exp 
4- 
where iH and iH are anodic and cathodic current densities, 
-+ 4- 
K 
aH IKc, H 
are anodic and cathodic rate constants, 
(2.24) 
and 6= symmetric factor as defined in equation (2.16). 
21. 
The resemblence with equation (2.16) is marked! Thus rearranging (2.24) 




(RT/F) In (aH 
30 
O/c SjOH) 
where C is concentration. 




C SiOH + RT In aH0 E) F3 
constant + (RT/F) In aH00 
The above is for [Si0e] << 
2.4 The Site Bindinz Model 
(2.25) 
total silox concentration and [SiOHI :z Zc = constant. 
The ion-exchange model proposed in section 2.2 predicts a strictly inernstian 
response for dilute solutions, and indeed under controlled conditions conventional 
glass electrodes generally obey the Nernst equation, which as described in 
section 2.1.2 predicts a slope of 59 mV/pH at standard temperatures (25 0 C) and 
pressures 0 atmos) 
34. The only deviations are for multi-electron processes 
(e. g. Ca 2+ sensor). However the solid state version of pH electrodes, of 
the kind which are the main theme of this thesis, of ten give responses which 
are sub-nernstian and a typical value of the slope is - 40 mV/pH. It is 
therefore necessary and relevant to consider the "site binding model" which 
predicts a continuously variable response with the nernstian slope of 59 mV/pH 
as an upper limit. 
The site binding model was originally developed by Yates, Levine and Hea, Y35 
in studying the surface chemistry of oxides such as SiO 2' Al 203 which have 
amphoteric surface sites. The model has been applied to solid state pH 
electrodes of the ISFET type which utilise similar oxides as their active 
6 
material Fig. 2.3 represents such a surface. The site binding model has 
some similarity with the assoc iation/dissociat ion mechanism of Baucke 
(section 2.3) and has possible application to commercial pH glasses. 
FIGURE 2.3 
22. 
The site binding theory has its origin in colloidal chemistry where the 
extremely large surface area of a powder in colloidal dispersion gives a 
large surface to volume ratio. The surface reactions have a measurable 
effect on the electrolyte in which the colloid is dispersed. There are two 
measurable quantities, surface charge (a 0) and 
the zeta potential. Surface 
charge is measured by titration with acid or base and the zeta potential by 
moving the electrolyte relative to the oxide surface which produces a 
potential equal to that at the plane of shear (this is the limit of the water 
molecules which cannot move). Although a useful parameter, the physical 
meaning of the zeta potential is ill-defined. 
The bases for the site binding model are the acid/base reactions at the surface 
(SOH) which are: 
0 
-, 




[H 01 [SO 01 
%ý 002 SOH Z- SO +H (s) K ot2 [SOHI 
(2.27) 
The concentration of H0 at the surface of the insulator can be related to the 
bulk by: 
Oýs + kT! n[ H0+ qTo =po, 
b 






The chemical potential of the H0 ion is given as a combination of three terms; 
a standard contribution (p ols ); a concentration term [H 
(D 1; and a potential HO (S) 
dependent term (q To)whereTo is the potential difference which a hydrogen 
ion experiences when moving from the bulk electrolyte to a surface at which 
it reacts. Equation (2.28) can be rearranged as follows: 
p o, b _ ý? gs 
[Hol Z [H 
01 
exp (-q 
'y 0) exp (« 
H0H0) (2.29) 
5b kT kT 
and under equilibrium conditions the last term is ignored, giving: 
23. 
r0 
1= [H 1 exp (-q 0) kT 
Substituting [Hol from the combination of equations (2.26) and (2-27) into 
equation (2.30) gives 
[SOH 
2 2.303 (pH - pH) -- 
q 'y 0+ In - PZC kT [SOO] 
Where pH pzc 








The desired relation between To and pH can be found if the ratio (To/pH) 
can be expressed in terms of the net surface charge which is related to To 
by the electrostatic laws of the double layer. Two dependencies need defining; 
a double layer theory for the dependence of To on the surface charge and 
([SOHO]/[SOO])' as a function of this charge which is designated the "F 2 





2] [Sol [SOHI 
Ns Ns Ns 
and ot+ + ot- + ot n 
(2.32) 
Ir 
The surface charge X is given by qQSOH 
E) I- [SO 0 1) which in normalised 2 
notation becomes 
x= ot+ - ot- (2.33) 




This allows calculation of a+ and ot- in terms of F and X. Thus by substituting 
into equation (2.32) , ot n can also 
be expressed in these terms. A measure 
of the surface site dissociation 6 2(K /K al 
)2 is used to indicate the 
tendency of the sites to become charged (high values of 6). The F function 
24. 
in terms of this parameter is 
(2.34) 
This simplifies the mathematics used in previous accounts 
5. Substitution 
of (2.34) into (2.31) gives 
2. --303(PH - pH) -- 
l-'yo + In (Fy, ) (2.35) pzc kT 
This gives the relation of pH to To, provided the charge (qNsX) on the double 
layer can be expressed in terms of To. The charge layer (Td) using the 
Gouy-Chapman diffuse double layer model, is given by: 
Td -2kT sin h-1 I c7d (2.36) q v/-Fk-Tcc 
where c= ion concentration 
c= dielectric constant. 
Also 
ad To Td+ (2.37) c 
st 
where (A is the charge in the electrolyte side of the double layer and C st 
is the Stern layer capacitance. 
Thus substituting into (2.36) gives: 
-To - 
cy d 2kT sin h-1 -A-) Cst q 
(v 7 _8', tt7c 
(2.38) 
The final dependence required is that of A on a o, the charge on the insulator 
surf ace. In colloid chemistry; 
ao + ad =0 
As these are the only charges considered, however, (oo + Gd) is put equal to 
Au to allow for trapped charges present within the solid state devices under 
consideration. A few approximations are introduced to clarify the influence 
of each of the model parameters. A dimensionless interfacial potential is 





Substitution into equation (2-35) gives: 
2.303(pH 




Yo + sin h-1 1-Y-Fou + 'ý2- 1 -In (I-X) qNs6 
and where 6' from equation (2.34) is neglected and Ceq is the equivalent 
double layer capacitance. 
(2.39) 
The last term in equation (2.39) goes to oo as X -* 1. The physical significance 
of this is that the maximum potential which the interface can generate is 
(qNs/Ceq). When XtI this term is approximately equal to X, which is 
negligible compared to Yo. Thus this term is only significant near to 
saturation and negligible otherwise. Saturation G. e. all sites charged) is only 
observed on surfaces of low site density, e. g. some plastics. For oxide 
surfaces the saturation potential is ; zý 4V. This is much higher than the 
maximum potential attainable at an insulator /electrolyte interface, so that 
saturation is not possible. Chemical measurement of colloids confirms that 
it is not possible to charge all sites on an oxide surf ace. Thus equation (2.39) 
can be abbreviated to 
Yo 2.303 (PH - PH) Yo + sin h-1 (2.40) PZC 
This is valid for surfaces with enough sites to ensure saturation is not 
possible. The sensitivity of a particular surface to change in pH is 
characterised by V. For large ý' the Nernst slope is observed and this is a 
maximum value. When V is low the sin h-' term becomes more important 
and much lower theoretical slopes are obtained. It is important to realise 
that Ns, 6 and Ceq cannot be experimentally individually determined. 
Optimising ý' is important for nernstian behaviour. This can be done by 
achieving a high surface site density (optimum 2x 
1015 sites/c M2 ) and 
optimising 6, i. e. the site dissociation constant, as neutral . surface sites are 
characterised by (Yo/pH) being non-linear. 
v 
26. 
Another report on non-nernstian 
5 behaviour used very similar models and 
parameters to those above. Although purely theoretical in nature this 
paper shows that the term OYoPpH), i. e. the change in surface potential 
with change in pH, is constant and when. constrained by parameters appropriate 
to the SIO 2 surface has a value of 39.7 mV/pH compared to 59.2 mV/pH 
for the ideal case. For the given parameters this figure of 39.7 was shown 
to be constant over a wide range of pH and ionic concentration. It is 
consistent with constants used in theoretical reports on related topICS4 
2.5 Hydration and Chemical Aspects of the Glass Surface 
After a few hours exposure to aqueous media the glass surface becomes 
swollen and hydrated. Mild dissolution of the soda lime silicate results in the 
formation of the so-called 'gel layer'. It is within this region that ion-exchange 
equilibrium, association and dissociation occurs. This is the sensing part of the 
glass electrode, where the chemical potential of H-7ý ions in solution equilibrates 
with those ions already present. 
The extent of this layer has been studied36 for some pH sensitive glasses 
0 
including 'Corning 015' where a gel layer thickness of 2800 A was estimated. 
30 This seems consistent with the 500 "ionic layers" quoted earlier by Isard 
The mechanism of this dissolution has been attributed37to theattack of bridging 
oxygens by either hydrogen ions, hydroxyl ions or both. In weakly alkaline 
or acid solution the glass surface loses nearly all of its Na 
Q) 
ions near the 
surface and takes up hydrogen ions to form -= Si-OH groups as follows: 
= Si -0- Si =+H 
(D 
_* 







2 (E: Si - OH) +H0 
The formation of the intermediate (A) is rate determining and is quickly 
followed by hydrolysis. During this decomposition molecules of silicic acid 
and perhaps its oligomers are formed. For basic solutions the following 
reaction sequence is proposed: 
27. 
e 
si -0- si 
Si -0- Si -= + OH 
0 
SiOH + Si -0 
The initial leaching of sodium from the glass has been attribute d38 to the 
action of molecular water, i. e.: 
z: Si -8- Nao +H20 -+ z- SiOH + Na 
0 OH 0 
Correlation between the gel layer properties and electrochemical behaviour 
was studied by Wikby and Karlberg 
36 
. Several pH-sensitive glasses were 
characterised with respect to pH response, layer thickness, durability and 
ion exchange capacity. In general, glasses of low durabilityhave a thick gel layer 
0 (13,000 A) and a high exchange capacity, compared to highly durable glasses. 
It was also concluded that the thinner the gel layer, the more ideal the 
electrode function. This is in keeping with Baucke's kinetic mechanism. 
The glass compositions studied by Wikby and Karlberg included lithia glass 
compositions which were shown to exhibit the best results in terms of 
durability, and have a small gel layer thickness. This is in agreement with earlier 
studies 
39 
of glass composition as a function of pH response, i. e. these lithia 
glasses also gave the best pH response. Alkali metal ion leaching was shown 
to be complete after 90 minutes in 0.02M HCIO 4 solution; the gel layer formed 
has a looser structure and an electrical resistivity 5-10 times lower than the bulk. 
Unless both sides of the membrane are hydrated synchronously an asymmetric 
potential develops. The phase boundary between the dry glass and the gel 
layer is thought to be sharp and the drastic changeS40 in chemical and 
electrical properties indicate that the gel layer is a separate phase. Only a 
small part of the gel layer is active with respect to the electrode function. 
The thicker the gel layer the greater the response time and the larger the 
acid and alkaline errors. This is obvious when considering the steric hinderance 
of transport to and from active exchange sites, making equilibrium very slow 
and diffusion controlled. A thick gel layer and low durability may be regarded 
as a direct consequence of aqueous corrosion or slow dissolution of the silica 
framework. Diffusion coefficients were found to be high within a thick gel 
28. 
layer. Also contributing to the problems caused by a thick layer is that 
with the much greater surface area available, problems of adhesion, adsorption 
and steric retention of active species are more evident. A recent study4l of 
surface -OH groups proved interesting not only with regard to understanding 
the gel layer, but also for explaining results reported in Chapter 7. These 
concern the pH responses of glasses with different thermal histories. 
Kanabawa et a, 
41 
reported three . different types of -OH groups on porous 
Corning 7930 glass. The three types are, isolated -OH groups, gem type -OH 
groups (i. e. two -OH groups on the same Si atom) and thirdly H-bonded OH 
groups. Water is adsorped more strongly on gem type or H-bonded -OH groups. 
They are more readily removed than isolated groups at temperatures < 600 0C 
and are completely absent at 800 0C. Glass heated at 800 0C for 4 hours 
was shown to contain only isolated groups, and of those present originally 
only 70% remained. 
Fig. 2.4 is a speculative two-dimensional representation of the gel layer. It 
is based on the concepts discussed in sections 2.2.3,2.3 and 2.4 and 
includes the double layer 35 containing interfacial ion-pairs. It is interesting 
30 
to note, with regard to pH response, that if prehydrated electrodes are 
baked at 400 0C to 5000C, the exchange layer is irreversibly dehydrated to an 
impervious high silica, low alkali structure, and the pH response is lost. 
Etching with HF can restore the response. Annealing pH electrodes in the 
same temperature range prior to hydration does not affect the pH response. 
The reaction is thought to be: 
0G0G 500 0C 
= Si Si 0H+H0- Si =--0- Si +H20 
Effects such as these become important when, in thick film processing, glass 
is ground in aqueous media prior to high temperature treatment. 
2.6 Synopsis and Discussion 
This chapter covers two distinct topics; the surface structure of the glass in 
contact with aqueous solution, and models for the origin of the glass potential. 
The former, as discussed in section 2.5, details the formation of the gel layer 
30 
and cites experimental evidence that it ise,,, sential Of particular interest 
are the different surface sites 
41 
available for potential determining reactions. 
FIGURE 2.4 
Speculative Two-Dimentional 





















n-iolecular ordering forming the 
basl,, of lhe double laver 
29. 
The hydrogen bonded sites and gem sites would intuitively appear to be 
responsible for the sensitivity associated with pH electrodes, as glasses with 
only isolated -OH groups are relatively insensitive4l. in their response. 
The presence of the previously discussed gel layer does not preclude any of 
the potential determining reactions discussed earlier whether they be ion- 
exchange, association/dissociat ion or acid/base in nature. In reality a 
combination of all these reactions, along with simple hydrogen bonding are 
probable, to varying extents, at the glass/solution interface. Adhesion, 
association and exchange of ions must occur to enable the surface to 
equilibriate (in terms of electrochemical potential) with the ions in solution 
to which it responds. The question of the. origin of the potential is obscured 
by the different approaches to the problem. The classical treatment of the 
glass response based on ion-exchange reactions, although not without its 
inconsistencies, was and is acceptable when referring to membrane glass 
electrodes. The development of pH electrodes with solid back contacts has 
42,43,44,45,19,2 
produced sensors of various pH responses . Often sensors having 
sub-nernstian responses were regarded as faulty and hence much work in this 
area was disregarded until fairly recently when theoretical reasons for sub- 
nernstian response have been proposed 
5,35,6 
. 
Baucke32 attempted to solve some of the inconsistencies of the classical 
Eisenman approach by introducing association and dissociation mechanisms. 
If one or other of these predominates a potential difference is established. 
This approach is more relevant to the origin of the potential than the 
exchange of unit charge which is inherent in the ion-exchange mechanism. 
The kinetic model, which deals with a single glass-solution interface, is also 
relevant and does enable variations of response when parameters such as 
surface characteristics are non-ideal (see section 2.3). The account given 
by Bousse 6 and Healy et al 
5,35 
approaches this single interface from the 
"double layer physics" viewpoint and predict potentials generated under differing 
given parameters of surface sites and solvent character. 
The major factor not yet appraised in the literature is that the processes 
occurring at the surface of a solid state pH electrode are governed by 
"elect rodics". If it is assumed that: 
30. 
the glass surface of a solid state electrode becomes 
the electrode site analogous to the AgCI interface with 
the reference solution of the conventional electrode; 
(2) the glass/metal back contact interface is analogous 
to the Ag/AgCI interface of the conventional 
arrangement; and 
the metal/glass back contact is reversible, then a 
nernstian response may be observed only if the surface of the glass acts as 
a perfect electrode sensitive to [H+ ]. This situation is completely different 
to the membrane case where, as illustrated in Fig-2-5, a pH sensitive glass 
is interposed between two solutions. For each interface in contact with 
aqueous solution it is thermodynamically true that when the [H 
G) I of solution 
2 is altered and allowed to equilibriate with the glass surface S 2' the change 
in electrochemical potential at this surface will result in the diffusion of the 
mobile Na 
e ions within the bulk glass and a resultant equilibrium is set up at 
surf ace, S1* The change in free energy over the entire membrane is: 
AG = AG 
0+ RT1nK 
If the number of ions in the glass bulk is a constant then 
[H] 
K= 
given that AG 
then E 
-nFE 
Eo- RT [Hol 
nF 2 
a constant 
and thus the membrane electrode gives a Nernst response regardless of the 
processes utilised to achieve thermodynamic equilibrium of elect ro-che rn ical 
potential at the interfaces. These considerations are discussed more fully 
in Chapter 3. 
FIGURE 2.5 
The Membrane Case 
internal Na + external 
reference glass test 
solution solution 
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CHAPTER 3: SOLID STATE APPROACH TO pH SENSORS 
31. 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Glass pH electrodes and most other practical ISEs are membrane devices. 
The term 'electrode', as discussed in Chapter 2, is strictly a misnomer 
because the ion selective membrane has on one side an analyte (the test 
solution) and on the other an internal (reference) solution containing an 
internal reference electrode; the internal solution and electrode together 
provide what in solid state electrodes is termed the 'back contact'. A solid 
state ion selective electrode (SSISE), as defined in this thesis, is one in which 
the internal components are replaced by a direct back contact to a metal or 
semiconductor, i. e. an electronic conductor. This is not a trivial matter as 
most ISMs are ionic conductors and interfacing them to electronic conductors 
involves practical and mechanistic consequences. 
As discussed in Chapter 1, SSISEs are commercially extremely desirable and 
46 
much work is currently directed toward their realisation . Table 3.1 is a 
chronological summary of the major developments in the field. 
TABLE 3.1 
1909 HQ response of glass 





1936 First commercial pH meter - Beckman 
1966 Preoxidised copper fused to'pH glass-solid 
47 
1970 First ISFET designed 48 
1971 Valinomycin based K+ solid state sensor49 
1972 Solid state pH sensor 
50 
1974 Si 3N4 as pH sensitive gate 
51 
52 1977 First thick film pH sensor esign 




1978 Ca 2+ sensitive ISFET 
54 1980 First commercial SS pH electrode 
(see chapter 2) 
(see chapter 2) 
1981 Mixed ionic/electronic back contacted pH electrode7. 
There are two basic types of SSISE; 
I) potentiometric type 
2) field-effect type. 
32. 
Electrodes of the potentiometric type usually have a metal as the back 
contact and they also have a high output impedance. Field-effect devices 
are avariant of the metal oxide field-effect transistor (MOSFET) familiar 
in electronics and they have a low output impedance. The two types are 
discussed in the following sections followed by a section on hybrid devices 
which attempt to combine the advantages of the other two. 
The discussion is limited to ionically conducting ISMs as these are by far the 
most common and general case. Electronically conducting ISMs are known 
but are much simpler in their electronic interfacing. It is interesting to 
observe although much commercial interest and patented material exists, 
apart from the Pfaudler electrode (see section 3.2.1) there are no 
commercially available SSISEs. 
3.2 THE BASIS OF SOLID STATE SENSORS 
3.2.1 Potentiometric Devices 
A potentiometric sensor is one in which the potential difference developed 
across the ISM and its interfaces is measured with respect to a reference 
electrode and this potential represents directly the concentration of the ion 
of interest. Most ISMs have a high impedance and the voltmeter used to 
measure the potential must be at least of two orders of magnitude higher in 
impedance. 
The so-called coated wire electrodes 
49 
are typical examples of potentiometric 




and a book by Freiser 
42 
give very detailed accounts 
of the fabrication and range of coated wire sensors studied. Coated wire 
electrodes are most commonly formed by dipping a copper wire into a polymer 
solution which, once dry, leaves the metal covered with plastic. The 
composition of the plastic is often tailored to reproduce compositions which 
have been used in membrane electrode configurations. A well documented 
example is polyvinylchloride (PVC) impregnated with valinomycin 
49 
, which Is 
selective to K0 ions in solution. An extensive collection of ISE literature 
titles by Moody and Thomas 
44 
can be used to locate inter alia most new 
devices of this type. 
33. 
Similar processes of manufacture were applied to glass electrodes, i. e. dipped 
electrodes have been fabricated 47 with apparently good results 
47 ' 50 6 L'-t- 
the only example of a commercially available SSISE of this type is the Pfaudler 
electrode 
54 
which is claimed to be fairly accurate (-0.1 pH) and gives good 
repeatable and stable readings. A similar example of a dipped glass electrode45 
is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. This structure is of particular interest as it employs 
a Pt metal wire and it can be easily adapted to the thick film methods 
discussed in section 3.3, (Pt metal is added to thick film conductor pastes to 
aid solderability, thus a Pt-based conductor is very desirable). 
Most of the SSISEs of the kind described above are generally reported to 
perform 'adequately', but little information is available on their longevity and 
operating mechanisms. Attempts to rationalise the various possible mechanisms 
and to construct thermodynamically reversible 'back contacts' are discussed 
in sections 3.4 and 3.5. 
3.2.2 Field Ef f ect Devices 
As already mentioned, the idea of field-effect sensors such as the ion-selective 
field-effect transistor (ISFET) was derived from the well established MOSFET 
device familiar in silicon integrated circuits. The ISFET was first 
described by Beraveld 48,25 in 1970. There are several variations on the basic 0 
structure and in the context of biomedical applications the most notable 
contributors are Janata and his group at Utah University and Matsuo et al at 
Tohoku University in Japan. Work was also done in the mid-seventies by 
Kelly 2 at Edinburgh University and by Covington and Sibbald 
56 
in Newcastle. 
Fig. 3.2(a) illustrates the ISFET structure, and Fig. 3.2(b) its operational 
characteristics. The MOSFET on which it is based has an oxide, or some other 
insulating layer, in place of the ISM, with a metal gate electrode on the upper 
surface of the insulator. The source-drain current of such a structure 
2 
can 
be varied by applying a voltage between the gate and the substrate (V GS 
). if 
this is large in thepositive sense then in the case illustrated (i. e. a p-type 
substrate) the, electron concentration just below the insulator increases and 
the hole concentration decreases, compared to their thermal eq uilibrium 
values. An inversion layer of electrons is eventually created and the semi- 
conductor surface becomes n-type. Electrical conduction is possible between 
FIGURE 3.1 
Dipped Glass Electrode 
I-a wire conductor; Au, 
Pt or TI 
2- etched wire section 
oxide layer containing 
small quanitites of 
9 
6 alkali metal ion 0 5A , 2prri thick 
hemispherical tip 
8 
3 cm 5- ion-selective glass 
6- glass insulating jacket 
7- lead wire 
8- miniture co-axial cable 
9- plastic coating 
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the n-type source and drain. This source-drain current 0 DS 
) depends on the 
concentration of free electrons in the channel region which depends on the 
magnitude of V GS* The MOSFET and the simple ISFET structure 
(illustrated 
in Fig-3.2(a)) differ in one important respect. In the former (the MOSFET) 
trapped charge in the insulator, if it exists at all 
57 
, is considered to be 
immobile and this is consistent with what is known about the operation of 
properly fabricated MOSFETs. This cannot be the case when the ISM in 
Fig. 3.2', a) is for example a pH sensitive glass. When pH sensitive glass is 
used as the gate insulator, the ISFET is a pH sensor. Phase boundary 
potentials are generated due to the glass surface interactions described in 
detail in Chapter 2. If the transference of a charged species such as the Na 
ion is important then the device would be functioning as an electrode of 111- 
2 defined mechanism, as first recognised in 1977 This is borne out by 
response time studies. Although from the beginning there was little doubt 
that the field-effect mechanism plays a major role in the operation of the 
ISFET, most early studies in the field were mainly concerned with application 
ý8. 
However, Matsuo 51 used ionic barriers which did indeed improve the ISFET 
pH responses. Silicon nitride (Si 3N4) was' used firstly as an ionic barrier and 
later as the actual He ion sensitive material and to good effect as it shows 
very little alkaline error. Janata 
59 
also used silicon nitride as a barrier layei 
beneath valinomycin/PVC, which is a potassium sensing material - and this 
'material 
r - 
was also an effective combination. 
Field effect devices have three major advantages to offer: 
(a) Size: The active area or gate can be 2.5pm x 2.5pm 
in area. This exceptionally small size lends itself to 
biomedical applications, e. g. for intravenous measurements. 
(b) Selectivity Experimentally determined selectivity parameters 
as in the Nilcolsky equations (Chapter 2) could be programmed 
into comprehensive 'back up' circuitry to compensate for 
individual sensor error in multi-sensor packages. 
(C) OLltDUt Impedance: This is the most important advantage 
as in analogous potentiometric sensors a high impedance 
voltmeter is required to measure the potential across the 







only of low impedance but is also completely compatible 
with standard integrated circuit limits. 
In the early literature on ISFETs there was much controversy concerning the 
55 need or not for an external reference electrode . In practice, current 
measurements, which are the most obvious, are not made as a better 
arrangement makes use of a feedback loop (see Chapter 7). Most workers 
60 
are now agreed that a reference is needed . Janata and most others use 
the ISFET in the feedback mode 
61,62 
and obtain a low impedance potential 
measurement via the reference electrode. 
Encapsulation of ISFETs is required to expose only the active ISM area. This 
is an extremely difficult problem due to the different polar natures of the ISM 
and the encapsulating materials. Electrical leakage renders the device 
inoperable and it is probably for this reason that, at present, the use of ISFETs 
is restricted to situations where a dispensible sensor is acceptable. Longevity, 
or rather the lack of it, is still a major problem. 
3.3 HYBRID DEVICES 
Hybrid techniques are a combination of thick film, thin film and integrated 
circuit technology. The basis of hybrid circuits is thick film processing to 
produce complex patterns of insulating, resistive, conducting and capacitive 
layers all on an electrically insulating substrate, usually alumina. Complete 
circuits with active components can be fabricated but the active elements 
(transistors, operational amplifiers, etc) are bonded separately into appropriate 
places in the thick film circuit of passive elements. Hybrid circuits are 
relatively inexpensive, by comparison to silicon integrated circuits OCs), in 
terms of initial capital costs and they are the basis of the fabrication 
techniques for the research described in this thesis. Hybrid technology has 
the following advantages: 
I. Production scale : Although it can be a mass production 
technique, it is also adaptable to small batch production. 
This makes the thick film process extremely useful in 
research where varying parameters may be tested on a 
small number of samples. Also the eventual commercial 
market for such devices is probably not sufficient to 
warrant massive scale silicon IC fabrication. 
36. 
2. Size of Device: Although the extremely small scale 
of the ISFET is not achievable, a hybrid sensor could 
be relatively small and still retain the other advantages 
of the ISFET. A possible practical realisation of a hybrid 
thick film electrode is illustrated in Fig. 3.3 and this 
would include a bonded MOSFET connected to the 
conducting strip to make the structure as a whole a low 
output impedance device. The lateral dimension of 
approximately 20mm x 6mm makes laboratory assembly 
and handling much easier than the ISFET analogue. 
3. Encapsulation: The larger scale of the device makes 
encapsulation for laboratory testing much simpler and 
the processes involved are more easily carried out than 
the corresponding procedure required to encapsulate ISFET 
devices. 
The first attempt to fabricate a thick film pH electrode was reported by 
Af rcrriowitz 
52 
and his device is illustrated in Fig. 3.3. The Si-integrated circuit 
chip in this case was simply an n-channel MOSFET. The overall size of the 
device need be no more than a few centimeters. Subsequent work by 
Lepaviorl et al 
63,64 
reported good responses for similar devices but 
correspondence with the authors revealed that, although initially the 
electrodes gave a good pH response, the dev'ices only functioned for 24 hours 
at best. It is clear from early publications and diagrams that the porosity of 
the substrate used was not considered and unfortunately unless carefully 
encapsulated a metal-solution connection results and renders the device. insensitive. 
None of the devices fabricated so far have been long-lived nor can they be 
reproducably produced. 
It is important to emphasise that the thick film method of production is 
extremely versatile and adaptable to many. experimental variations. Thin 
films may be interposed between thick film layers to experiment with 
'back contact' materials and geometries can be altered as desired (see 
Chapter 6). A fluoride electrode 
65 
and other ISEs have involved thick 
film techniques where the ISNI, in pressed pellet form, is connected to a 
thick film conductor layer via silver conducting epoxy. 
FIGURE 3.3 
Hybrid (Thick-Film) Electrodes 
conducting 
glass sleeve filled 
ip with epoxy substrate strip 
output 
leads 
pH sensitive conducting 
glass Slintegrated pad 
circuit chip 
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Alternative deposition techniques are also available, such as sputtering. 
In sputtering the composition of the sputtered film may be different from 
that of the initial target but this may be compensated for by adjusting the 
initial composition. Thin film sensors fabricated by sputtering include a 
66 
pH sensitive iridium oxide device 
3.4 REVERSIBILITY 
3.4.1 Criteria for Reversibilit 
The contact of a metal to an ionically conducting glass is a major concern 
of this study and a 'reversible contact' one of its objectives. 
The term 'reversible' needs some definition however and as pointed out by 
Bergveld 67 , there are several subtleties in its usage. Electrodes by their 
definition are reversible systems thermodynamically, electrochemically 
and chemically. For practical purposes the extent of reversibility required of a 
SSISE is that it should function stably and reproduci bly over a period of six 
months (this is the normal guarantee for conventional pH electrodes). The 
processes at the back contact should facilitate charge transfer in both 
directions and in doing so must not alter the morphology or chemical condition 
of that boundary in such a way as to impair its function. Smith and Genshaw 
19 
remarked that for an ion-selective electrode to function as a thermo- 
dynamically defined reversible electrode the system requires an internal 
reference solution and an outer ion-selective medium. The internal reference 
electrode must contain a reversible couple to allow ionic to electronic charge 
inter conversion. The internal solution must contain the ion of interestand a 
counter ion which is reversible to the internal electrode. Attempts have been 
made to satisfy these criteria using solid electrolyte systems. -Direct 
simulation 
43 
was attempted using a Ag/AgCl internal contact covered with 
gelatine containing NaCl, on top of which a polymer membrane was deposited. 
This is an adaption of the well known salt. bridge technique. The above 
requirements for reversibility are also satisfied by the solid state fluoride 
65 
sensor shown schematically in Fig. 3.4. 
Reversibility need not necessarily adhere to the above criteria. Indeed a sodium 
,, malgam back contact is reversible to a sodiurn silicate glass but It IS 
impractical. Another type of reversible contact would be a completely 
FIGURES 3.4 & 3.5 
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blocking contact, with one reservation, that is the potential experienced by 
the solid electrolyte (i. e. pH glass) must be small enough to avoid 
polarisation of the glass to the extent of irreversible ion diffusion. Setting 
aside this space charge mechanism (of a totally blocking electrode) and 
contact via sodium metal, in one form or another, the electrode reaction 
for transfer of charge must involve some chemical reaction. Possible 
reactions are listed in the next section. The charge transfer mechanism 
may differ for different materials and thus will have consequences on the 
A. C. spectra measurement used to study the mechanism (see Chapter 8). 
In order to achieve a stable reproducible response, some reversible mechanism 
rnust operate at the ISM/metal back contact, i. e. ionic/electronic inter- 
conversion of current. This need not necessarily (as discussed in Chapter 2.4) 
lead to Nernst responses, but will be responsible for repeatability and stability 
of the sensor. 
3.4.2 Classification of Reversible Electrode Processes 
(a) The Chemical Reactions 
The following discussion is concerned mainly with ISMs which conduct 
electricity by the transport of Na 
0 
ions. Other related systems are also 
discussed and some general features are revealed. 
The chemical reactions taking part in the charge transfer in a non- or partially 
non-blocking back contact may be categorised into the following redox 
processes: 
(1) Simulation of the conventional electrode. 
(11) Sodium ion discharge. 
(III) Redox reaction involving the salt of the metal contact. 
(IV) Redox reaction involving impurities. 
(V) Coupled redox processes. 
The straightforward simulation (1) was described in section 3.4.1 and is as 
the examples show65,43based on the reactions present in conventional 
systems. 
39. 
One of the simplest situations to envisage is that of discharge of the 
sodium ion (11) at the metal surface 
Na ED +e0% Na 0 Ir- 
Except in the case of a sodium amalgam electrode this is extremely 
unlikely to occur. Also as discussed later in section 3.5, the contact area 
of a glass/metal interface is a region where the metal oxide is saturated in 
both phases. A redox system involving the contact metal ion is more 
reasonable. 
Redox reactions involving the contact-metal and its oxide (111) present a 
fairly acceptable picture. It has been shown69 that such reactions occur, 
e. g. molten sodium silicate glass and iron; 
Fe 0+ 2Na ED 2 Na 0+ Fel+ 
and 
,+1.0 Fe ,+ Na eD c- Fe3+ + Na 
It has been shown that reaction (3.3) accounts for the dependence of iron 
oxidation states at this interface on 
69 the sodium concentration Sim ilar 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
situations exist for other metals and have been used for example in Cu/Cu 20 70 back contacts . 
Redox reactions arising from impurities (IV) have been reported 
43 in the case 
of some coated wire electrodes in which hydroquinone was present as a 
residual impurity. The stability of electrodes, found to contain hydroquinone, 
is attributed to the well known reversible couple quinone/hydroquinone 
acting as a stabilising inner reference. Reactions involving 02 - as the 
counter ion 
71,72,70 in electron transfer have also been proposed 
9 in some 
Cu/Cu 20 backed electrodes but the oxygen cannot really be considered an 
impurity, except perhaps when present due to diffusion through evaporated 
73 
deposited metal contacts 
Coupled redox systems M include those mentioned above which are due to 
40. 
impurities, but also include reactions where charge is transferred by more 
than one redox process. For example, in the case of iron metal contacts, 
equations (3.2) and/or (3.3) may be coupled with the reaction: 
Fe 2+ + Feo Fe 0+ Fe 
2+ 
in metal in in 
boundary boundary metal 
and this may occur with or without an oxygen counter ion. 
(b) The Electron Transfer ReRion 
Regions of mixed electronic/ionic conduction (see Chapter 4) may be 
(3.4) 
interposed between the metal and the ISM either by design or as a consequence 
of the fabrication process. An example of the former is the work done by 
Shul'ts 7 et al who introduced an iron alkali containing glass layer between 
the metal and the pH sensitive glass. This is illustrated in Fig. -',. -'). In 
other cases the metal is oxidised prior to coating with glass as an aid to 
adherence. This is, in fact, the case illustrated in Fig3.1 
45 
, where 
inadvertently an intermediate layer is introduced which will have dual ionic 
and electronic charge transport mechanisms. Good glass/metal seals will 
always contain an intermediate layer of the metal oxide unless great care is 
taken to avoid its formation. Section 3.5 deals specifically with this region. 
Irrespective of the presence of this layer, chemical reversibility requires 
charge transfer from ionic to electronic charge at some point, this almost 
certainly will be via one of the redox-reactions (I - V) described. 
3.5 INTERFACIAL PROCESSES 
3.5.1 Chemistry of the Glass-Metal Interfaces 
The chemistry of the glass/metal interface is important in the present context 
for both mechanistic and practical reasons. Chemical processes at this 
interface will have a major role in determining the electrode reaction at the 
back contact and will also influence factors such as adhesion and the general 
compatibility of materials in thick film fabrication. Most of the work on 
glass/metal interfaces was studied in the fields of glass-to-metal seals and in 
the forming of glass by metal moulds. Notable contributions were made by 
41. 
Pask and his co-workers and according to Pas 
ý74, 
in order to realise 
continuity of atomic and electronic structure a transition zone is required, 
compatible and in equilibrium with both metal and glass at the interfaces. 
In general it must contain at least a monomolecular layer of the metal oxide, 
and both metal and glass must be saturated with the metal oxide. Fig. 3.6 
shows schematically a sodium-silicate glass and metal M interface. The 
chemical bonds in Fig. 3.6(a) are considerably stronger than the weak 
Van der Waals forces in Fig. 3., <, (b). When the glass dissolves the metal oxide 
layer, and comes into contact with the metal, there is a driving force for 
oxidation of the metal, and this is important for formation of the interfacial 
zone. The most extensive reactions involve the reduction of interstitial 
cations to their metallic states, e. g. the reaction of iron and a d1silicate 
glass: 
x Fe 0+ Na 2 Si 205 IqZ' "' Na 2-2x Fe x 
Si 205+ 2xNa 
0 (3.5) 
The oxidation mechanism of the substrate metal, in this case Fe, can be 
represented generally by the following: 
where M 
m ll 
M2+ 0 (glass) M2+ O(glass) + Mo 11 T- 1 11 
Substrate metal We in the last example). 
Alkali ion present initially in the glass. 
The free energy for this reaction is 
, ýG AG 
0+R -11 In 
a(M 10 
(glass)). a(M 11) 
a(M 11 0 
(glass)). a(M I) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
Thermodynamically the reaction is feasible at a given temperature if the free 
energy is negative. If the standard free energy is negative then it will 
proceed spontaneously. The conditions for the reaction (3.7) to occur 
spontaneously, given M1 =Fe and M,, =Na, require a temperature above the 
boiling point of sodium, i. e. to reduce the activity quotient to much less than 
unity. Consider the reaction: 




Schematic representation of transition zones through metal- 
glass interfaces, showing conditions for chemical and van der 
Waals type of bonding: (a) chemical bonding with and with- 
out discrete intermediate oxide layer, and (b) van der Waals 
type of bonding. 
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No oxide layer 
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AG = AG 
0+ RT In 





At 10000C, AG 0=2.91 0 mol-1 
75 Thus the activity quotient must be I 
sufficiently small for the reaction to occur, i. e. if removal of Na(g) is 
efficient. It has been shown that just such a reaction occurs between molten 
glass and iron (see equation (3.2)). Ferrous iron is also produced when 
Fe 3+ comes into contact with the metal surface and reacts with Feo. it 
should be noted in passing that devices made with iron contacts in this 
project were preoxidised prior to coating with glass, but as shown in Fig-3.7 
74 (from Pask ) on subsequent heating the iron oxide is dissolved by the glass. 
After formation of iron oxide, the mixing process is: 
xFeO (interface) + Na Si 0, Na Fe Si 0 22 5-x 2-2x x25 
or 
xFeO(interface) z- xFeO(glass) 
This occurs spontaneously, i. e. AG 0 is negative. 
(3-10) 
Several important observati 1 c ions were made in sessile drop experiments where 
iron was used (arnongst other r-rietals) as a substrate. Change in coJour 
75 
of the 
sessile drop from bluish to greenish blue indicates an oxidation reaction 
involving Fe" -* Fe". Ferrous glasses are blue whereas ferric are yellow-brown; 
(Fe' + /Fe' +) in combination give a greenish colour76 . There are several 
different mechanisms possible for this oxidation 
69 
, many involve the evolution 
of sodium gas 
75 
. The changes in colour and adherence properties with glass 
composition are shown in Table 2. 
Table 2: Contact Angles, Colours 
0 and 
Adherences of Sodium Silicate 
Glasses on Iron at 1,000 C and Pressures of 10-5mm Hg 
Glass Composition 
Mol % Colour Adherence Contact 
Angle 
rees de 
Na 20 Sio 2 
g 
0.20 0.80 blue-green good 62 
0.25 0.75 green good 59 
0.33 0.67 green poor 59 
-x most relevant composition. 
FIGURE 3.7 
Schematic picturization of the change in activity of iron 
oxide (a(FeO)) versus distance across the interfacial zone 
of a system containing a starting oxide layer after heating 
at a given temperature for a number of times. 
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The amotint nf -,, nrihim nri-spnt in a elass will affect the ratio of (Fe'+/Fe 2+ ) 
75,77 
present in the interfacial region between the metallic iron contact and the 
glass bulk. Studies of glass containing both sodium and iron have been done 
and spectroscopic evidence exists for the two oxidation states of iron 
(Fe'+ and Fe'+) to exist and to occupy specific sites (Fe' + in octahedral 
sites and FeI+ in two types of fourfold co-ordinated environments). Small 
variations in Na 
G 
content produces shifts in their optical absorption as the 
spatial environments around the iron ions are altere 
J8. 
Reaction sequences involving Fe 0 oxidation by Na 
0 
are energetically 
unfavourable. Charge transfer at ambient temperatures is more likely to 
involve the (Fe'+/Fe'+) couple, as the presence of Na 
0 
ions can alter 
75 
this 
ratio and thus transfer charge from an ionic to an electronic mechanism. 
65,50 The formation of an interfacial zone may be fundamental to the electrode 
response and in the case of an iron metallic contact an intermediate zone 
gives very good results, but as yet no mechanism has been postulated for 
their 'f unction 
54 17. In the case of Shui'ts electrode 
7 (Fig. 3.5) it was 
recognised that electrochemical potentials must equilibrate at each boundary, 
for the half cell to function reversibly. The following equilibria is required: 
Na 0 (in the ISM) +eG (in transition layer) ý: ý Na 
ED (Soin) +e0 (metal) (3-11) 17- 
This electrode gave stable results when Na 
ED ISMs were used. The nature of 
the interfaces was studied using thermal and current pulses; these are claimed 
to confirm charge transfer reversibility. 
Apart from iron, the other metals studied in this present project include Au, 
Cu and Pt, which were fused to glass at high temperature (800 
0 C). Low 
temperature evaporation techniques were used to deposit Cu, Ag and Au. 
Contacts prepared at both low and high temperatures were studied, using a. c. 
impedance techniques (see Chapter 8). The literature on soda lime silicate 
glass-metal interfaces is fragmented and this section is a collation of relevant 
data on soda lime silicate and similar glasses. In his study of glass to metal 
seals, Pask 
79 investigated the adherence properties using sessile drop 
experiments. Nlolten lead borosilicate glass was dropped at 700 
0C on to Au, 
Ag and Pt substrates in air, vacuum and He(g) atmospheres. Wetting occurred 
in all cases with strong adherence in air due to reaction with the metal oxides. 
Strong adherence to Ag in vacuum was shown to result from the following 
44. 
redox reactions: 
2 Ag (substrate) + PbO (glass) :! 
0a 
Ag 2 0* 
p Pb 
(g) 
AG AG + RT In 
a PbO 
A 920 (interface) + Pb(g) 
(3.12) 
The standard free energy AG 0 is positive as the oxidation potential of silver 
is lower than that of lead. Thus the reaction can only proceed if removal 
of Pb gas is possible because a Ag 0 is low due to P being less than the 2 02 dissociation pressure for silver oxide. This was observed experimentally and 
37 
as can be seen from Table 3, poor adherence in P He =I atmos indicates that 
the above redox reaction (3.12) occurs. 
Table 3: Sessile Drop Measurements of Lead Borosilicate Glass 
on Silver. Gold and Platinum 






Ag Air 600 0 Very strong 
Vacuum 700 2-12 Good 
He 700 5-48 Poor 
Au Air 700 18 Strong 
Vacuum 700 7 Poor 
Pt Air 700 2-3 Strong 
Vacuum 700 58 Poor 
(n o C) 
Vacuum 700 73 Poor 
(with C) 
Vacuum at 2.6 x 10-4 Pa; helium atmosphere at about I atm. 
C refers to absorbed carbon. 
In all cases adherence is attributed to saturation of the interface zone wit-h 
the metal oxide. The contact angle of gold is 18 
0, which is very high 
compared to Ag(O) and Pt (2-30). A low contact angle indicates preferential 
adherence of glass to metal or metal oxide formation, the two being 
synonymous. The contact angle is depicted as 0 in Fig. 3.8-, the smaller the 
FIGURE 3.8 
Contact Angles of a Liquid Drop on a Solid Surface 








contact angle the better the wetting. Combining information from Tables 
87 80 + -metal regions. 3 and 4 gives 2. n insight into the character Of Lhe glass 0 

















Weight Loss of 
Na/Total Na 
mass % 
Au 56 0.0 60 
1 
0.0 
Pt 15 0.0 16 0.0 
Ni 29 10.5 16 4.0 
CO 13 42.0 20 1 15.7 
Fe 0 95.4 10 57.3 
MO 0 40.8 0 17.2 
W 0 70.1 0 39.7 
Of the metals of interest, i. e. Au, Ag, Cu, Pt and Fe; gold adheres the least 
and silver the best under a variety of conditions. Confusion with regards to 
the mechanism of adherence may arise due to the diffusion capabilities of 
Ag 0 in glass. Platinum is of interest as the presence of its oxide makes such 
a marked difference to the bond strength with the glass (Table 3). It is also 
interesting to note that no sodium loss (Table 4) is observed. This is discussed 
further in section 3.5.2 with reference to the solid electrolyte properties of 
5 
platinum oxide. Pre-oxidised Pt has been used as a back contact for a SSIS 
Platinum is not the inert material that it is often considered to be. Over 70 
redox and decomposition reactions are catalysed by platinum metal, or more 
pertinently by platinum metal and its oxides. 
The final metal of interest is copper. Copper (1) is similar to Pt in that it 
takes part in reversible redox reactions as a catalyst. It is also recognised 
as a fast ion conductor 
71,72 
in materials such as Cul, CuS and CuSe. 
46. 
7Q CU/Cu Application to a pH sensor was f irst reported in 1980 20 was used 
as a solid alternative to the internal filling solution in the production of a 
high temperature pH sensor. This has since been favourably reported on by 
8 different authors . There was only one attempt9 at a mechanistic view 
and thermodynamic balancing of the interface potential between phases. The 
net charge is equal to that of the simple Cu/Cu 20 couple; 
2ý000 Cu +H20 Cu 20+ 2H + 2e 
which was related directly to the standard hydrogen electrode. 




As an analogy in the conventional glass electrode CI 
E) is present as the 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
counter ion in the internal reference solution; in the Cu/Cu 20 contact, 
02- 
is the counter ion between the membrane (ZrO 2 in this particular case) 9,70 
and Cu 20 
3.5.2 Mixed Conduction Zones 
It is an interesting observation that many back contacts which employ a 
definable region of mixed ionic and electronic conduction are reported to 
exhibit good reversible character istics54,7,65,45 . Even within this region 
however redox reactions must be responsible for charge transfer and it is 
possible that by providing a sufficiently large region for these reactions to 
occur, reversibility can be more complete. The case of an electrode with 
such a region involving metallic iron has been discussed7 fully; another 
metal and its oxide (Cu/Cu 2 0) has been used as a back contact in a high 
temperature pH sensor, employing a ZrO 2 membrane9,70 Cuprous oxide 81 is known to conduct electronically by holes . The solid state fluoride sensor 65 investigated by Nagy can also be regarded as having an intermediate layer of 
mixed conduction. 
Platinum contacts are more subtle in this sense but it is possible that pre- 
oxidation can cause an intermediate layer of mixed conductivity to form. 
Several oxides exist but Pt 304 
82 
is of most interest. This oxide is very 




Historically this sodium analogue was studied first 
83 
and initially thought to 
be an electronic conductor which is consistent with the short Pt - Pt distance 
-2.8 
ý84 
. These platinum bronzes are of interest due to their role in 
85 the Adams catalyst . Further studies of sodium - platinum oxide have 





It isfeasible that both conduction processes are possible under the appropriate 
conditions. This would suggest that in those pH sensors in which a pre-oxidised 
Pt wire has been used as the back contact, an intermediate zone of mixed 
conductivity is present 
45 
. The basic ideas involved in mixed ionic and 
electronic conduction are reviewed in Chapter 4 section 4.5.1. Finally it 
may be relevant to note that in this context a conventional internal reference 
electrode has a substantial layer of a metal salt such as AgC1 which is 
potentially a mixed conductor. In general therefore it may be that a 
substantial thickness of such an intermediate material is required for 
reversibility. 
3.5.3 Summary and Discussion 
The information collected so far can be generalised to provide an explanation 
of the charge transfer mechanisms at various metal interfaces with a Na 
0 
ion conducting glass. It is assumed that: 
(1) An oxide of the metal is present as an intermediate zone 
between the metal and glass. 
(2) In the case of Ag metal the corresponding Ag 
G 
ions are 
mobile within this zone. 
(3) In the ca se of Pt, Fe and Cu, Na 
E) ions are mobile within 
this zone. 
(4) There is a reversible flux of Na 
E) 
ions/charge directed 
from the glass to the metal contact, or vice versa. 
Consider each metal case separately: 
48. 
(a) Ag Contacts 
The Ag G) ions will act similarly to Na 
ED ions in the glass, i. e. they will drift 
in a concentration gradient or applied electrc>nic field . There will therefore 
be a change in flux from purely Na 
ED flow to purely Ag 
ED 
through the interface 
zone and on reaching the Ag metal contact the Ag 
0 ions discharge 
Ag 0+eeAg0E0= +0.8V (3.15) 
(b) Cu Contacts 
The interactions of the Cu/Cu 2 O/glass system is not well documented. 
Cuprous oxide is known to be a p-type semiconductor and it is also known 
that the Cu 
G ion is not mobile in either soda- lime-s ilicate glasses or in its 
own oxide. A possible mechanism for charge transfer could therefore be 
2 Na el + Cu 20 -=: ± Na20+ 2Cu 
0 (3.16) 
Cu ED --- Fý, Cu 
0+ (h) E) (3.17) 
Cu G) +e 
E) 
-f> Cu 
0 Eo = 0.51V (3.18) 
The Cu 0 ions generated in reaction (3.16) would effect'vely cause the Cu2 0 
phase to become more p-type (i. e. more holes are generated - reaction (3.17)). 
Holes would drif t toward the Cu metal electrode and the discharge process 
could be regarded as equivalent to reaction (3.18). 
Pt Contacts 
In this case the Na 
0 
ion is mobile within the platinum oxide. The transfer of 
charge may be: 
G0e 
3Na + 2Pt 304 > Na 20 +3 Pt0 + Na Pt 304 
(3.19) 
111 11 
Thus altering the equilibrium ratio of Pt t9- 
pt, ++e0pt2+E0=0.6V 
49. 
(d) Fe Contacts 
The Fe contact is similar to the Pt case in that both develop mixed ionic/ 
electronic conduction regions, and charge transfer occurs via a change in 
the equilibrium ratio of Fe 3 
G) /Fe-'O 75 
Fe 30 +eG Fe 
20 Eo = +0.77V (3.20) 
The Na E) ion discharge process (11) is unlikely due to the large negative 
potential 
Na 0+e0 --o. N ao Eo = -2.75 (3.21) 
CHAPTER 4: ELECTRICAL CONDUCTION IN SILICATE GLASSES 
50. 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
The silicate based glasses used in pH electrodes of relevance in this thesis can 
be regarded as solid electrolytes in which the small singly charged alkali 
ions are relatively mobile while the negatively charged oxygen ions are a 
fixed part of the continuous anionic silicate network. This description is 
consistent with the simple Warren-Zachariasen random network model of 
88 
silicate glasses 
The electrolytic nature of conduction was demonstrated as early as 1884 
8 9'90 
and by 184 
'experiments 
using alkali-ion amalgam electrodes had shown that 
conduction in sodium sýlicate glasses proceeds by Na 
0 
transport. Kraus and 
92 tL (D Darby made a quarýative study of Na migration and their results, listed 
in Table I were fairly accurate. An interesting feature of these early 
"electrolysis" experiments was that direct replacement of NaG) ions by K, Ca, 
Mg, Al, Zn, Bi and Au ions is accompanied by a dramatic decrease in conduct- 
ivity comparable to that observed with no alkali in the arnalgam electrodes. 
An exception to this was Li 
0 but replacement by Li 
(D 
ions resulted in the 
glass shattering. Conversely, Ag 
E) 
ions were used to replace Na 
G) ions 
successfully. It is now generally accepted that Na 
E) 
ions are the principle 
93 
charge carriers even in fused silica where only trace quantities are present 
It is also true that Ag 
a ions have high mobilities in a number of amorphous 
and crystalline structures. 
Table- 1: From Kraus and Darby (1922) 
Temperature 0c 
Ionization 
Mobility (cm/V. sec) 
Resistance (ohms x 10--4) 
278 295 323 343 
74.4 35.0 79.4 81.0 
4.52 x 10- 
8 1.46 x1 U-7 3.26 x1 g-7 5.9 x1 g- 
72.8 35.0 14.2 6.60 
Electronic conduction is virtually absent in alkali-silicates94, and evidence 
88 
reported for electronic conduction in fused silica was only for samples 
containing circa 2% Fe 20 3' Interestingly firrie-sificate glasses with 55-10% 
Fe 0 
95 
exhibit appreciable electronic conductivity. It worth noting that the 23 
presence of iron oxide may be an important factor in the functioning of solid 
51. 
state electrodes such as the Pfaudler pH electrode (see section3.2.1 ). 
Shul'ts 7 claims that an intermediate mixed electronic/ionic conducting layer 
containing Fe 203 provides a reversible contact. 
4.2 THE D. C. CONDUCTIVITY AND ITS TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE 
The model of d. c. conductivity, described in 1948 by Stevels 
96 1 97 still 
remains valid. It is a modification of theories of ionic conduction in crystals 
and the conducting ion (Na 
0) is regarded as being in a system of potential 
wells, as depicted in Fig. 4.1. An ion (Na 
G? ) in a potential well undergoes 
thermal vibration and has a finite and equal probability of overcoming the 
barrier and moving to an adjacent well. For ions moving in one direction 
(the x axis) over barriers of height (E act 
), (Fig. 4.1(a)), the probability of an 




where b is the vibrational frequency. 
When an external f ield E is applied, the relative heights of the potential 
wells are altered as shown in Fig. 4.1(b), by -! Fý, where the force on the ion 2 
F= eE. The mean velocity of the ions is 
v X(A p) =Xp sinh F X/2kT (4.2) 
where X is the interwell distance, 
Ap is the probability of movement in the direction of applied field. 
Thus the application of an electric field directs the otherwise random 
diffusion, i. e. the more frequent transition will have the lower effective 
activation energy and thus drift will be in the field direction. For field 
strengths up to - IOV/cm at room temperature, XF << kT and 
(4.2) is 
approximated by: 
A2 pF (4.3) 
2kT 
The current density is given by i =(nev) where n is the number Of ions per cm 
52. 
Thus, 




The resistivity is given by E/i; 




or log P= log(2kT/e 2X2 n b) + (E act 
/kT) 
This can be expressed as the reciprocal, i. e. conductivity (c) 




Equation (4.5) is typical of a thermally activated process and they fall into 
the general category which is described by the ArrheniU5 equation: 
Rate constant k=A exp (-E/kT) 
4.3 DIELECTRIC PHENOMENA 
4.3.1 Frequency Dependence - The Debye Equations 
(4.6) 
An external field applied to a capacitor consisting of two parallel plates in vacuum 
0e 
causes the plates to charge a and a. The electric field (E) between the 




where c0 is the permittivity of free space. 
If the space between these plates is filled with a dielectric the voltage will 
drop to a smaller value. The ratio of the former value (i. e. in vacuum) to 
its new value is the relative static dielectric constant c* The electric field s 
has also decreased and is now: 
(olcocs) (4.8) 
FIGURE 4.1 
Schematic Diagram of Energy Barriers 
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The polarisation (P) of the dielectric arises from the displacement of 




In an alternating field there is generally a difference in phase between E and 






where 6 is the phase dif f erence 
applied field. Thus the comple 
E* = D*/E* = 
cs (Cos 6- 
and w is the angular frequency of the 
x dielectric is given by: 
(D /E e-J ,6E: 5 ej6 
-j sin 6) = c' - jc" (4.11) 
and tan 6=E: 11/c, (4.12) 
where C, dielectric constant 
Ell dielectric loss 
tan 6 the loss angle. 
When an alternating current is applied across a typical dielectric such as 
silicate glass 
88 
atomic polarisation and small displacements of ions take 
place almost instantaneously and give rise to P; the instantaneous 00 
polarisation. Larger ionic movements involve some inertia and a finite time 
is required for the polarisation to reach a final static value Ps. This is 
illustrated graphically in Fig. 4.2(a). The static polarisation is proportional 
to Cs and the instantaneous polarisation to Ec). 
The frequency and time dependence of the complex dielectric c* = c(w) are 
related by: 
00 
c (w) =c 00 ot 
(t )e jwt dt (4.13) 
0 
FIGURE 4.2 
(a) Time-dependance of polarization on applying static 





(b) F'ormal dependence of dielectric constant c' and loss 
c" (both normalized) on frequency according to the 
Debye equations. Dotted curves illustrate broadened 
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where c is the dielectric constant achieved instantaneously (or at infinite 00 
f requency), 
and ct(t) is a decay factor which accounts for the lagging of the polarisation 
behind the field. 
Debyeproposed an exponential decay factor, i. e. 
Mt) = a(o) e-t/-[ (4.14) 
where T is the relaxation time. Substituting (4.14) in (4.13) and 
integrating gives 
c (W) c ot(o) co +((l/-[)+ jw) 
At w=oc (W) =c (S) =c co 
T Ob) 
Equation (4.15) now can be expressed as: 
c(w) :Z EI + ic" =c+s Co (4.17) 
00 -1 ý+Jwi 
Expressed as their real and imaginary parts, the Debye equations are: 
s 00 (4.18) 
00 + 
s- 
C(", ) WT 
(4.19) 
+ W, T, 





+C W'ý T 
s 00 
The frequency dependence of the dielectric constant and loss, sometimes 
referred to as dispersion and absorption, are shown in Fig. 4.2(b); the Debye 
curves are assymetrical about w-c=l. Any dielectric relaxation can be modelled 
by (RC) circuits, but as discussed in Chapter 5, a particular equivalent circuit 
is not a unique representation. The a. c. conductivity (Gad is related to the 
dielectric loss as below: 




As in the case of d. c. conduction, a. c. conduction is also a thermally 
activated process and indeed in the case of silicate glasses the two 
activation energies are very similar73. A. c. conduction can therefore be 
considered in terms of charged particles confined to transitions between two 
adjacent potential minima and giving rise to a dielectric loss c"(or tan 6, 
the loss angle) with a maximum at a frequency given by: 
max 
0 /-1) 
where the relaxation time T is related to the height of the barrier by: 
e xp (E T) (4.22) 
and T is the inverse of a vibrational frequency of the ion in its well. The 0 
dielectric loss is equivalent to the a. c. conductivity (a ac 
) as shown in 
equation (4.2 1). This is in addition to any d. c. contribution and dipole 
alignment processes which will also contribute to a. c. conduction. 
Silicate glasses exhibit several regions of dielectric absorption occurring at 
different frequencies which may be categorised into two main groups; 
resonances, which occur at very high frequencies and are to a large extent 
thermally independent; and relaxations, involving atomic movements, w1hich 
are thermally activated. The latter interact with an alternating field (not 
in a resonating manner) but in such a way that, at any given temperature 
(and thus thermal energy), when the frequency period allows enough time for 
most participating (atoms) ions to relax from one equilibrium position to 
another, then electrical absorption occurs. Relaxation phenomena are also 
distinguished from resonance absorptions by the broad nature of their 
distribution (1.14 decades of frequency for a single relaxation). SteveIS97 
introduced a generalised "spectrum" of tan 6 versus frequency. Using 
temperature as a variable parameter he assigned four physical processes to 
the experimentally observed absorptions88 
(a) Conduction losses. 
(b) Ionic relaxation losses. 
(c) Deformation losses. 
(d) Vibrational losses. 
56. 
Vibrational losses are due to resonance interactions, they are independent of 
temperature and occur at a frequency of -101 4Hz. Deformation losses also 
occur at high frequencies at ambient temperatures but are due to a thermally 
activated process which has been assigned to the movement of the bridging 
oxygens, in the silicate lattice, between its two stable positions relative to 
its silicon neighbours. The first two processes (a) and (b) result from ionic 
motions; (a) could better be called d. c. conduction loss and is due to the 
analogous ion migration which occurs at frequencies < 50Hz - at room 
temperature it is negligible compared to ionic losses. Ionic losses are the 
main dielectric relaxation and are related to a. c. conduction as in equation 
(4.22). 
4.4 CONDUCTION MECHANISMS 
This section is concerned mainly with models of a. c. conduction but most 
features of these models are also applicable to the d. c. process. 
4.4.1 Ionic Transport 
A recent review by Tornozawa 
73 
gives a very detailed and clear comparison 
of conduction models which are qualitatively summarised below. Although 
none of them is completely sufficient, each provides some explanatory 
aspects. 
Fig. 4.3(a) illustrates the random potential energy model 
97 
and this is consistent 
with the Warren-Zacharisen random network picture of the silicate glass 
structure. It assumes that for d. c. conduction, the highest energy barriers 
have to be overcome whereas a. c. conduction would involve migration across 
the lower barriers only. This model is inappropriate however as the energy 
of activiation for these two processes would be different, and this is not the 
case. 
98 The defect model , depicted in Fig. 4.3(b), accounts for polarisation and 
conduction. A number of equivalent positions are possible around each non- 
bridging oxygen. When a Na 
e 
ion migrates as in step (1) a defect is formed 
i. e. two Na 
0 ions are associated with one oxygen; if that same ion moves 
FIGURE 4.3 
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(c) Conduction path model by Nakaj ima 
(1) random zig-zag path; 00 regular zig-zag path 
(1) 
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then conduction occurs butnot r. e-orientation k1polarisation); if the other 
Na 0 ion moves then both conduction and polarisation are accounted for. 
The following expression for conductivity was derived using this model: 
CY = (C e' ' D)/(kT) = (y 2Ce 2/ 12kT). I /T 
(4.23) 
where C is the number of ions per unit volume of glass, 
Dis the diffusion coefficient of Na 
0 in glass, 
is the jump distance. 
As equation (4.23) relates conductivity to T, the activation energies of d. c. 
and a. c. conductivities are therefore expected to be closely related. 
In 197299Nakaji'ma introduced the conducting path model which predicts the 
maximum frequency (fm) for the dielectric loss. As shown in Fig. 4.3(c) it is 
assumed that for an ion at a given site there are only two stable sites 
available for it to jump to, hence a zig-zag random path is postulated. Under 
an applied field, Fig. 4.3(c)(2), the random zig-zag path is given direction. 
The jump distance (X) is constant, y is the angle between the path direction 
and applied field andO is the angle between the path direction and the jump 
direction. The conducting path model also shows that conductivity is related 
to 'r and an inherent feature of it is that the activation energies for a. c. and 
d. c. conductivities are similar. However, both defect and conducting path 
models do predict a small but finite difference (of order kT) in the activation 
energies for a. c. and d. c. conductivities. Whether or not such a small 
difference exists is very difficult to establish experimentally but according to 
Tomozawa careful comparisons fail to resolve any difference (to better than 
kT). Accepting that the activation energies of the conductivities are indeed 
identical then these models, together with all such models based on 
orientation and polarisation, in which thermal energy is the sole restoring 
energy, give rise to similar expressions. On this basis Torri(-'zawa rejects these 
models although resolution of the experimental results to that degree of 
accuracy is debatable. 
4.4.2 Inhomogeneties 
The "inhomogenous model" has been considered for lamellae (. \,, 3x\\ell) and 
73. 
spherical (Wagner) dispersions , this regards the structure of glass as being 
phase separated into two distinct phases. The simplest case, considered here, 
58. 
is an alternate larriellae structure of different conductivities and dielectric 
constant, although calculations for more realistic dispersions have also 
been made. The time dependent equation for current is a composite of 
a polarisation current due to accumulation of transporting charge at the 
interfaces, decaying with time, and a component related to the d. c. 
conductivity. This model can be regarded as two parallel RC circuits in 
series and the resultant relation predicted for fm is identical to that 
obtained experimentally, i. e. 
m= cy( 2TT cocoo) (4.24) 
The high frequency dielectric constant cC. is temperature independent and 
the two conduction activiation energies are expected to be identical. However 
to arrive at equation (4.24) theoretically, several assumptions are made, the 
most tentative of which is that phase separation is required to yield 50150 
volume fractions. These assumptions restrict this hypothesis to a limited 
range of materials and invalidate it as a general model because similar 
dielectric relaxations are observed in single phase glass, polycrystalline 
materials and also in single crystals. 
4.4.3 Co-operative Effects 
The mechanisms considered so far are those proposed for the motions of ions 
which are essentially independent of interactions with neighbouring species. 
One model which does consider such interactions is the "local space charge" 
100 
mechanism . This mechanism is similar to that of inhomogeneous dielectrics, 
in that both consider space charge accumulation responsible for current 
absorption. The space charge model makes no structural assumptions and 
the local space charge mechanism which is thickness independent arises from 
considering any charged species having coulombic interaction with other 
charged species. Thus when an electric field is applied, a situation arises 
similar to that of space charge (but on a much finer scale ). 
The basic equations used for the normal space charge mechanism assume that 
ic charge (q) i in the frequency range of the bulk relaxation the excess ioni is 
given by 
q= (p/c) -I 
59. 
where p is the local concentration of charge carriers and c is the average 
charge concentration; thus the excess charge q << 1. The association and 
dissociation of cations is assumed to be fixed. Under these conditions, the 
flux J is 
J=- cD (3q/@x)+ (e/kT). (Dv/ax) 
2 
fiq 2q and 
ýq D 9' -DK 3T X2 1 
221., 2 
where K1 ce WkTcocoo constant, and 
O/K) is the debye length. 
(4.25) 
(4.26) 
The simplified diffusion-conduction equation (4.26), under appropriate boundary 
conditions, yields broad relaxations related to the a. c. conduction but is 
thickness dependent. Tomozawa suggests that essentially the same mechanism 
but on a much finer scale eliminates this restriction. 
The 'local space charge' concept is basically the same phenomenon as that 
involved in establishing the Debye-Falkenhagen charge cloud in electrolyte 
solutions, which can also give rise to a dielectric relaxation related to the 
conductivity. It was suggested some time ago that the theory of electrolyte 
solutions could be applied to the behaviour of glass88 but was dismissed 
on the grounds that the concentration of alkali ions is far greater than the 
charge concentration in aqueous solutions for which electrolyte theory is 
normally applicable, i. e. dilute solutions. According to Moynihan et allol, the 
dilute electrolyte nature of glass has been experimentally confirmed and is 
explained by considering the alkali ions as being analogous to the protons of a 
weak acid solution, i. e. only a relatively small number of ions are dissociated 
and can take part in conduction. The Debye-Falkenhagen theory for electro- 
lytes has been modified for glass and Fig. 4.4 depicts an ionic atmosphere for a 
glass containing sodium ions. The presence of an ion will affect the 
arrangement of other ions around it and in the absence of an applied field 
positive and negative ions will arrange themselves in the lowest energy 
configuration, i. e. a spherically symmetric and balanced configuration with 
regard to charge. A reference point which in the case of oxide glasses is 
an oxygen atom, is defined and the potential or distribution of Na 19 ions over 
all space around it is calculated. The effect on sodium ion distribution of an 
FIGURE 4.4 
Schematic J. Jagram of ionic "atmosphere" in 
Na containing glass 
/ 
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applied external field, accounting for the ionic atmosphere and concentration 
gradient ef f ects, is f ound and the resultant expression obtained f or f rn is: 





As mentioned before this is the relationship obtained experimentally and as 
c. 0 
is independent of temperature the activation energy for both d. c. and a. c. 
conduction will be the same. However, this "mechanism" is more a rationale 
as it throws no light on the actual physical "mechanism" of ion transport 
through the network. 
4.4.4 Mixed-Valence Electronic Conduction 
Electron transport through glass has not so far been considered as the silicate 
glass and more particularly soda-lime glasses used in this study show virtually 
no evidence of electronic conduction. Glasses which conduct via electronic 
transport are not of prime concern here but it is notable that there are 
definite similarities between electronic and ionic phenomena in all glasseý4. 
Dielectric response is always caused by the delayed response of the carrier 
motion in an applied field. As noted in section 4.1, the electrical properties 
of soda-lime glasses containing iron oxides are relevant in the present context. 
These glasses will conduct electronically, and the conduction mechanism is 
thought to proceed via a process very similar to that observed in transition 
102 
metal oxide glasses . Two distinct valence states of the metal must be 
present and charge is transported via an electron oxidising the lower valence 
state (donor) and subsequently reducing the higher valence state (acceptor). 
For iron oxide in soda-lime glass (as discussed in Chapter 3), the picture is 
complicated by the presence of Na 
0 
ions which influence the(Fe'+/Fe') 
ratio of oxidation states present. The same sort of conduction mechanism 
may also apply to other metals used in this study. --, ý such as the 
(Cu+/Cu'+) couple. 
4.5 THE EFFECTS OF GLASS COMPOSITION 
Over the years many workers have reported activation energies for d. c. 
conduction for a range of different alkali silicate glasses. Generally the 




on the overall alkali concentration (M 2 0). In the range 
0 -* 20 mol % of 
M20, the activation energy is in the order Li < Na <K as expected from the 
relative ionic radii. The energies are typically I-1.5 eV. As the concentration 
of M 20 is increased the magnitude of the activation energy decreases and the 
order reverses; at about 30-35 mol %M20 the order is Li > Na > K. At 
these concentrations there are many non-bridging oxygens in the network 
giving a more open structure. In this situation coulombic forces predominate; 
the smaller ion with greater field strength will interact more strongly with 
the lattice and in this region activation energies typically are 0.74, 0.67 and 
0.48 eV for Li 
0, Na Q and KQ - respectively. It must be recognised that all 
physical properties of glasses (including electrical properties) may be more 
dependent on variations in thermal history than on composition. Most 
published data refers to well-annealed glasses and by the same token the 
possibility of phase separation can also be an obscuring factor. 
The most remarkable effect of composition on the conductivity (and indeed 
all other transport properties) occurs when one alkali metal ion is 
progressively substituted for another. A sharp decrease in conductivity is 
observed which arises from a decrease in concentration of mobile ions. 
The maximum effect is observed when the two alkali metals are present in 
equal quantities. This is called the "mixed alkali effect". It is more relevant 
to the compositions under study to understand the pronounced increase in 
resistivity when alkaline earth oxides, especially CaO, are introduced. Calcium 
ions have practically zero mobility in soda-silicate glasses, and can be 
considered as occupying holes in the glass network impeding the motion of 
sodium ions. Thus the addition of CaO (or other alkaline earth oxides) increase 
the resistivity and also, incidentally, the chemical durability. 
4.5.1 Mixed Ionic- Electronic Conduction 
As discussed in Chapter 3, recent work by Shul'ts et al 
7 describes the use of 
an iron-alkali containing glass as an intermediate layer between metal and an 
ion sensitive glass to form a reversible contact. This transition layer is believed 
to exhibit mixed electronic and ionic conductivity, and it is recognised that 
electronic conduction occurs in the glasses. It is implicit for reversibility that 
there is a transfer of charge from Na 
Q 
to Fe' 4 and subsequent electron transfer 
occurs by the mixed valence mechanism. Fundamental work on the energy of 
62. 
such sodium and iron reactions in glass is detailed in Chapter 3. 
The conduction mechanisms attributed to the combined effects of Fe 203 
and Na 20 in lead silicate glas 
403provided interesting information. For 
small concentrations of iron oxide (-2%) there is a rise in the activation 
energy for conduction. Further addition of Fe 203 results in a sharp drop 
in conductivity. According to Grechanik et all-03 the initial increase is 
attributed to the co-existence of both ionic and electronic conduction. It 
is also of interest to note that electronic conduction is present at 
concentrations of Fe 203 as low as 2 mol %, i. e. where the iron ions are well 
separated. It is not inappropriate to picture a situation in which there are 
local regions of predominantly electronic conduction, separated by regions of 
ionic conduction. This would involve many Na+/Fe') interactions which could 
account for the increase in activation energies observed at these concentrations. 
CHAPTER 5: A. C. IMPEDANCE SPECTRA 
63. 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
The term "a. c. impedance" spectra has become recognised as a description 
of a technique which involves applying an a. c. signal to a sample (or 
system) and plotting the real versus the imaginary parts of its response, in 
the complex plane, with frequency as a parameter. The data can be 
represented in the equivalent forms of complex impedance, complex 
conductivity (admittance) or complex permittivity. These representations 
can be given for the same set of data and are used in this study as a means 
of investigating the metal/glass interface processes. 
The theory of a. c. impedance spectra is well established and a comprehensive 
treatment is given in a recent review by Buck104 . In the present work, a. c. 
impedance techniques are used as a diagnostic tool for investigating 
processes occurring at the glass/metal interface and factors such as the 
wide distribution of relaxation times and the shapes of the complex arcs, etc., 
are not a primary consideration. 
Electrochemical reactions involving the transfer of charge at either an 
electrode/solution interface or a solid electrolyte/metal interface are 
composed of reaction steps which are a combination of mass transfer and 
activate, ý processes. The time dependence of the rates of individual steps 
can be deduced by applying some electrical perturbation and monitoring the 
response under a variety of conditions. Transient techniques of this kind can 
be divided into two main categories, those using a step function or ramp 
stimulus and those using a small sinusoidal signal. The nature of the solid 
electrolyte/metal interface under consideration in this study is best approached 
via the latter, i. e. a. c. impedance techniques, since it provides a more direct 
means of measuring rate constants. In the impedance spectra of soda-lime 
silicate glass there are generally two main relaxations: the bulk relaxation 
and a low frequency relaxation due to electrode polarisation phenomena73. 
Other low frequency relaxations are also observed105,106and are thought to 
arise from other processes at the glass/metal interface. Thus, systematic 
variations of the interface and measurements of the a. c. spectra, particularly 
of any intermediate relaxations, should provide a means of probing the 
interfacial processes. 
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5.2 THE ORIGIN OF A. C. IMPEDANCE SPECTRA 
There are many different methods of representing a. c. impedance data and, 
correspondingly, many different analytical approaches depending on the 
information required. In the complex plane, data can be displayed as 
complex impedance, its inverse., admittance; permittivity and its inverse, 
complex modulus. The following relations hold for these quantities: 
Z* = zi - izli = I/y* (5.1) 
Y, + iYI, 1/Z* (5.2) 
E: ' - iC (Y*/jwc). (AM) (5.3) 
thus 
Yl E: it 'we 
d A 
Id Yll wc 
where E: 0= permittivity of 
free space, AM are dimensions and 
indicates a complex quantity 
indicates a real component 
indicates an imaginary component, 
and Z is impedance 
Y is admittance 
and E: is permittivity. 
(5.4) 
The real and imaginary parts of these quantities may be thought of as resistive 
and capacitive contributions. When a time dependent sinusoidal signal 
AE sin wt is applied to an electrochemical cell a sinusoidal current will flow 
Ai sin (wt + 0). The magnitude of the impedance is given by: 




where 0 is the difference in phase between the applied potential and the 
resultant current. The impedance is therefore a vector quantity having 
magnitude and direction as illustrated in Fig. 5.1 where the cartesian 
co-ordinates are Z' and Z", the real and imaginary contributions. The same 
type of plot can be made in terms of admittance (Y*) which in physical 
terms is the complex conductance. As can be seen from equations (5.0 to 
(5-4), the information can also be represented in terms of dielectric constant 
and loss. These permittivity plots, illustrated in Fig. 5.2, were chronologically 
first and are known as Cole-COle plots after their originator 
107 From Chapter 
4, the Debye equation (4.37) is; 
-c s 00 
00 + jw-L 
and the vectors u and v shown in Fig. 5.2 are related to the dielectric 




and V -= iw-[ (C *-c 00). 
In the present context, the term 'relaxation' is applied to both permittivity 
and conduction plots. A combination of admittance, impedance and permittivity 
representations can give, either directly or by extrapolation, a number of 
physically important parameters. The d. c. resistance, R, (and its conductance 
G) is obtained by extrapolating the arc to its intersection at the real impedance 
(Z') axis at the low frequency end of the bulk relaxation. The activation energy 
for d. c. conduction may be obtained by measuring spectra at different 
temperature and plotting log R (or log G) versus ON). The bulk relaxation 
time -r b may be obtained directly from the 
impedance spectra or from the 
corresponding dielectric representation (Fig. 4.2(b)). Using plots of log -1 b versus 
O/T) 
the bulk activation energy (E act)b may 
be derived. The bulk relaxation also 
provides a good reference for comparing bulk properties of samples with 
different electrodes. At the loss maximum, the angular frequency 
ci-) = 
(2Tif) = 
O/T), the in\, erse relaxation time 
0 /T) 
gives the rate constant k. 
As previously mentionedg the low frequency relaxations are due to processes at 
FIGURE 5.1 
Impedance in the Complex Plane 
ZI 
A point plotted for a single value of 
impedance at a specific frequency in 
the complex plane. 
FIGURE 5.2 




For a single relaxation time 
(Cole and Cole, 1941107 ) 
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the glass/metal interface. Thus, the rate and activation energy for these 
processes can indicate the nature o--L chemical reactions or the charge transfer 
processes at the contacts. The ArrheeniLIS Plots give not only E act 
but by 
extrapolating to T=O also give the pre-exponential factor, which is connected 
with the activated complex involved in the charge transfer. The following 
Arrhenius expression for the activated complex is: 
the rate constant k= Ae -E/RT (5.6) 
and A= (e! -, Tý t h)e 
AS #/R 
; where all symbols are standard (5.7) 
The sign of the entropy of activation AS 
# 
can be either positive or negative 
and it determines the nature of the activated complex. A negative AS 
# 
0 
denotes a "tight" complex indicating limited reaction space which could result 
in restricted movement of the products away from the reaction site and thus 
a blocking layer or an absorbed species could result. A. c. impedance spectra 
65,106 have been used for studying electrode processes A. systematic study 
of equivalent circuits f or blocking, non-blocking and partially blocking electrodES 
108 
has been reported by Macdonald and is discussed in the next section. As an 
empirical observation, it should be noted that if the corresponding admittance 
plots reveal a finite real conductance it follows that the electrode is not 
totally blocking. 
5.3 EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS 
It must be acknowledged initially that the use of a particular equivalent 
circuit to model the response of a sample cannot be unique as any a. c. 
impedance spectra may be modelled by more than one circuit. Nevertheless 
an equivalent circuit can be a useful tool in explaining a. c. effects and in 
appreciating the complex nature of a real sample. 
Crnntl 05 
108 
nnrl- more rerentIv. Archer and Armstrone have described the basic 
principles underlying the assignments of equivalent circuits. As shown in 
Fig. 5.3a, in the complex impedance plane a pure resistance is represented by 
a single point on the x axis and a pure capacitance, by a line on the y axis. 
After a maximum is reached on the y axis the imaginary contribution is 
reduced and the line is retraced back to its initial position (Fig. 5.3b). The 
FIGURE 5.3 
Complex Plane Impedance Spectra and 

































appropriate impedance spectra for circuits (a) to (e) are shown in Fig. 5.3. 
Their impedances are listed below. 
(a) For a single resistance R, Z=R (5.8) 
(b) For a single capacitor C, Z= O/wc) (5.9) 
(c) For a series combination Rs and Cs, Z= Rs - j/wC (5.10) 
(d) For a parallel combination Rp and Cp, 
Z= [(VRp) + jWCPI-1 (5.11) 
and 
Y= (1 /Z) =0 /Rp) + jwCp (5.12) 
(e) For a parallel combination of R2 and CI in series with R I; 
R1 +R 20+ JwCR I 
0+ jo) CR1) 
The admittance of a single parallel R. C. circuit is Y= (I/R + jwC) and thus 
the real part of admittance is frequency independent. Only when in series 
with more components does the real part become frequency dependent. 
However, the behaviour of real samples is much more complex than that of 
a single relaxation time. The response of a glass with two metal electrodes 
either side is often represented by a combination of parallel R. C. components 
109 ) is suff, as shown in Fig. 5.4 . If the time constant 
(R 
ICI iciently different 
from (R 2C2) and 
(R 
3C3) then distinct semicircles are observed. In practice 
however the relaxation times can be very close for related processes. At 
the relaxation maximum: 
The relaxation due to electrode polarisation has been well studied 
73 
and is 
attributed to a space-charge polarisation, in the case of thin-film vacuum- 
deposited electrodes. The nature of partially blocking contacts has been 
110 
considered by Macdonald . The relevant situations considered here are; 
(a) completely blocking electrodes with no specific aosorption; 
(b) one mobile species blocked but specifically a, 4sorbed; 
(c) non-blocking electrodes with one mobile species, and 
(d) one mobile charged species, partially blocked. 
(5.13) 
FIGURE 5.4 
Ralionaleof the Glass A. C. Impedance Spectra by 
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\vhere Rb = bulk resistance, C,, georneir Ic capac itance 
C'dl depends on the electrode double laver 
Rct is the chatge transfer 
and C. is the capacitance arising from specific adsorption 
of the mobile -, pecies. 
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These four cases are represented in Fig. 5.5. It is reasonable to postulate that an 
example of (a) (i. e. the completely blocking case) could be metal contacts 
applied at high temperature (>800 0 C) to a glass under an inert atmosphere. 
An example of the other extreme, (c) (i. e. completely non-blocking electrode) 
could be sodium amalgam electrodes. The other two cases are of particular 
interest in the present work. Fig. 5.5(b) represents the model for mobile 
charges blocked but specifically aisorbed. The bulk relaxation is denoted 
by wI= (Rb. Cg)-', the other relaxation by w2= (Rc. Cdl)-1 and Rct may be 
due to a reaction product. The partially blocked but not absorbed case (d) 
differs from N in that it has a finite real resistance. A difficulty in the 
interpretation of spectra arises in determining the difference between (a) and 
M. Both give rise to two dielectric relaxations but they may be distinguished 
by observing the corresponding admittance plots: the blocking electrode will 
give rise to a spectra in which the low frequency relaxation intersects the 
axes at the origin. 
5.4 EXPERIMENTAL APPLICATION 
The objectives in using a. c. measurements were to establish criteria for 
reversibility of charge transfer at the glass/metal interface. In the present 
study two main types of device were fabricated and tested, namely those 
with evaporated metal contacts and those using more intimate contacts applied 
at high temperatures by thick film techniques. Within these two major 
groups of electrodes the type of metal and intermediate layer (metal-oxide- 
glass) were varied. 
As mentioned previously in Chapter 2, reversible electrodes were studied by 
Fjeldy and Nagy 
65using 
a. c. admittance spectra. The system tested was 
the Ag-AgF-LaF 3 electrodelshown in Fig. 3.4, which was rearranged in a symmetrical 
conf iguration, its spectrumwas assigned to an equivalent circuit similar to 
that denoting the partially blocking case depicted in Fig. 5.5(d). The spectra 
given by an LaF 3 membrane with aqueous contacts was that expected of a 
nearly totally non-blocking case. Complex impedance measurements on the 
III bulk properties of pH electrode glass have been made using aqueous contacts 
Electrode effects in ionic conduction giving rise to the intermediate relaxation 
106 (5.1) have also been studied by Souquet A surface reaction involving 
atmospheric oxygen was suggested as a factor in the charge transfer reaction 
69. 
at the electrode, and experiments confirming this were carried out under 
different partial pressures of 02 (g). The thin-film evaporated metal 
contacts used by Souquet are therefore permeable to 02 (g). Indeed, these 
electrodes are also permeable to atmosphere moisture73, The difference 
between evaporated contacts and the more adhering paste electrodes has 
been discussed by Tomozawa , and althoughhis conclusionsare ambiguous 
he does give evidence of the greater difference between evaporated and paste 
contacts compared with the difference between evaporated electrodes of 
different metals. Boulos et al 
109 
attributed the intermediate relaxation, 
(see Fig. 5.4) occurring between those due to bulk and electrode polarisation, 
to a highly resistive surface layer having a thickness of -O. Ipm which is 
formed by the action of atmospheric water vapour penetrating the evaporated 
contacts, confirming earlier studies on gel layer thickness and resistivities 
for glasses of varying composition (see Chapter 2, section5). 
It is important to realise that for interfacial processes to be resolved they 
must have a time constant (RC) significantly different from those of any 
other relaxations normally present. As an example recall the case of the 
possible intermediate Na x 
Pt 304 discussed in Chapter 3. The transport of 
Na 0 through this structure rnay be very similar to that observed in a silicate 
lattice. In that case the dielectric relaxation associated with ions in an 
intermediate layer of Na x 
Pt 304 may have a very similar time constant (RC) 
to that of the bulk and so the maximum could occur at frequencies very near 
to fm (bulk). This would have the effect of- broadening the bulk relaxation. 
As discussed in Chapter 4, the bulk relaxation distribution is in any case 
extremely broad and the small effects which could arise from such an 
interaction would be lost. 
70. 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter describes the techniques and theoretical considerations used in 
the preparation of electrodes and other samples for subsequent experiments 
detailed in Chapters 7 and 8. There are essentially two types of construction; 
those prepared at ambient temperatures - disc samples - and those produced 
using standard thick-film techniques - T-F samples. 
The construction of disc samples is comparatively simple compared with the 
complex processes involved in the fabrication of T-F samples. Thick-film 
fabrication involves a series of production steps over a range of temperatures 
up to as high as 9000C. All or any one of the steps and the consequential 
thermal cycling affect the pH response of the resultant devices. Moreover 
the back metal contact of the T-F devices is essentially fused at high 
temper ature to the pH glass and thus may also influence the pH response. 
Separating and systematically varying the many physical and chemical factors 
involved in the various stages of thick-film processing was a major task. Disc 
electrodes are a particularly simple form of solid state pH electrode 
their pH response and a. c. impedance spectra are used primarily as 
comparisons with their T-F counterparts. 
Thick-film pH electrodes were produced by standard printing techniques 
112 
which involve applying materials in the form of thixotropic pastes to an inert 
substrate. After firing in the temperature range of 800-1000 0Ca film of 
between 10-25pm of the required material is produced. Sequential application 
of films with desired qualities, e. g. conductive or resistive types, yields the 
required devices. The main factors to be considered in applying thick-film 
techniques to the fabrication of pH sensors are: 
Matching of the thermal expansion coefficients (TECs) 
of the pH sensitive material (pH glass) and the substrates. 
113 Mismatching will cause printed films to crack 
9 The substrate must be chemically inert and physically 
durable over the temperature range used in the processing 
(e. g. room temperature to 9000C). 
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0 The glass surface must also be able to hydrate when placed in 
aqueous solution, this requires controlled annealing processes 
during f abrication45 which, rather unexpectedly are not in the 
main conducive to good robust glass print production. 
0 An unfortunate consequence of using commercially produced 
pastes and substrates is that the chemical compositions are 
not always made known by the manufacturers. These and 
other associated factors are discussed more fully in the 
following sections. 
The final stage of preparation of an experimental device is its 
encapsulation and this is discussed in the last section (6.5). The problem 
of encapsulation is by no means trivial. Fundamental differences in the 
properties of the various materials used cause considerable problems and 
the production of marketable thick-film devices would certainly require 
an extensive development of encapsulation, and the eventual development 
of solid-state chemical sensors may well depend on a thorough study of 
the interfacing of the different materials required. 
6.2 FABRICATION OF DISC ELECTRODES AND SAMPLES 
6.2.1 Equipment and Instrumentation 
Cylindrical glass ingots were cut into slices using a high speed diamond saw 
(CapCo, Q25). Samples were lapped mechanically using a Logitech P. M. 1 
sample lapper. The thickness of relatively thick samples was measured 
with a Mercer dial gauge (0.002mm resolution) but thinner samples 
(< 10OPm) were measured with a Taylor-Hobson Talysurf 4 instrument. 
Sputtering was done in a M. R. C. r. f. sputtering system (model 8620 - three 
target). Evaporated contacts were applied using a Nanotech (model 300A) 
vacuum evaporater. 
6.2.2 Preparation of Glass Discs 
The 015 Corning glass was obtained in ingot form (5cm, 22mm dia. ) of 
nominal composition 72.2 mol. % 510 2' 21.3 mol. % Na 20 and 6.5 mol-% CaO, 
72. 
from the Department of Ceramics, Glasses and Polymers at Sheffield 
University. A bubble free ingot was mounted with wax inside a pyrex tube 
and slices of various thicknesses between 0.1 and 0-6mm were cut using the 
diamond saw. These slices were then lapped to the required thickness, 
the final lapping stage in each case was with 800 grade carborundurn. This gave 
an even but unpolished surface and both sides of the discs were treated 
identically. After lapping the discs were thoroughly cleaned by dewaxing 
in acetate solutions and sequentially washing in less polar solvents 
culminating with trichloro ethylene then reversing the order of polarity 
of the wash solvents; deionised water was used to finish off. This was the 
standard cleaning process for all glass and ceramic components cut in this 
0C way. The discs were dried at 100 C overnight and stored in a desic)ýtor. 
6.2.3 
. 
Preparation of Disc pH Electrodes 
Glass disc pH electrodes of thickness in the range 100-600 pm were prepared. 
Their pH response was found to be independent of thickness over this range 
and thus a standard thickness of 300 pm was subsequently used. This 
happens to be the approximate thickness of glass in conventional membrane 
pH electrodes; samples of that thickness are also easily handled under 
laboratory conditions. Metal electrodes were applied by r. f. sputtering or 
low pressure evaporation techniques, with no observable difference in 
performance. Care was taken to keep the glass samples clean and dry 
throughout. Electrodes of Au, Ag or Cu were deposited and the metals 
used were of 5N purity. Fig. 6.1(a) illustrates the construction of the disc 
type pH electrodes and they are also shown in the photograph in Fig. 6.2(a). 
For the reasons explained in Chapter 3.4 and 3.5, it was desirable to include 
an intermediate oxide layer between the metal contact and the pH glass. 
This was done in the case of copper electrodes and various methods were 
used to interpose this layer between the glass and metal. The best method 
to introduce the oxide was as follows. A very thin Cu film was first deposited, 
and it was thermally oxidised by heating the disc in air until the Cu became 
olive green indicating formation of the sub-oxide Cu 4 0. Further metallic Cu 
was evaporated on top to provide the electrical connection. The following 
notation is used to designate disc-type electrodes; 
MIM01 015 
FIGURE 6.1 
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where M is a metal, M x 
0, its oxide and 015 is the pH sensitive glass. 
6.2.4 Disc Samples for A. C. Measurements 
As before, the samples were lapped on both sides to the appropriate thickness 
and the final lapping was with grade 800 carborundurn to give a fairly rough 
surface on both sides of the glass disc. After thorough cleansing in both 
organic and aqueous solvents, the discs were dried overnight at 150 0C and 
stored over P205* Metal contacts (17 mm dia. ) were evaporated 
symmetrically opposite each other on either surface of the disc. The 
resulting structure is shown in Fig. 6.1(b). The surfaces were found to be 
plane and parallel to within 5pm across the 22mm diameter sample. All 
thicknesses quoted later are an average of five separate measurements at 
different points of the disc. The resistance between the deposited 
electrodes is given by 
I R=p- (6.0 
where p= resistivity, I= thickness and r is the radius of the contact. Thus 
the (1/0 ratio must be as small as possible to minimise the resistance. 
Surface leakage around the edges was also considered and the resultant 
optimum contact and disc dimensions are shown in Fig. 6.1(b). 
6.3 PREREQUISITES FOR THICK-FILM PROCESSING 
6.3.1 Instrumentation and Techniques 
The term 'thick-film' (T-F) technology is accepted to mean that field of 
microelectronics in which specially formulated pastes are applied and fired 
onto a ceramic substrate in a defined pattern and sequence to produce a 
set of individual components such as resistors and capacitors, or a complete 
112 functional circuit . Fig. 6.3 shows a flow diagram of a standard thick-film 
process. Pastes are applied to the substrate using silk screen printing methods. 
High temperature firing drives off the binding agents present in thepaste and 
bonds the resulting film to the ceramic. The typical thickness of films ranges 
from 10-25pm, as compared with so-called "thin-films" which are usually 
submicron in thickness. Thick film techniques have been greatly refined in 
FIGURE 6.3 
General T-F Production Flow Diagram 
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the past ten years and although size and resolution is limited by the screen 
mesh dimensions, laser and other trimming methods can yield extremely 
well defined dimensions. Fine resolution was not the prime consideration 
in the present work as the qualitative physical parameters were much more 
important. The finest dimension limits achieved were those of the inter 
conductor pathways (see section 6.5.2, Fig. 6.5(a)), used to detect leakage, 
which were 0.2mm. 
t 
Thick films were printed using a DEK Model 65 hand-printer. Both 'I poly if 
and stainless steel screens were used with mesh sizes appropriate to 
requirements. Films were dried using a belt radiant heater and fired in a 
muffle furnace (Carbolite GEM-P. D. ). Surface contours of the printed films 
were monitored with a Sloan Dektak 11 surface profile system to a precision 
of 1000 and film thicknesses of sandwiched structures (see Chapter 6.4.2) 
were monitored using a Vickers M41 microscope with an image shearing micro- 
measuring system. The grain size of thegroundglass pastes (seeChapter 6.3.2(c)) 
were determined using a Vickers image shearing eye piece fitted to a Leitz 
microscope. The masks used for printing the films were high resolution 
negatives taken with a Canon 50mm lens. 
To deposite a thick film paste or ink using the DEK 65 printer, a squeegee 
is pulled across a screen in which the required pattern is defined. This 
deposits the ink on a substrate placed directly under the screen pattern. The 
parameters governing the deposition of a paste or ink by thick-film printing 
are: 
r 
The speed and press of the squeegee travelling over the screen. 
2. The viscosity of the paste or ink. 
3. The size of mesh and the thickness of the screen. 
4. The distance of the screen f rom the substrate. 
Many commercial printers have these parameters mechanised to enable 
consistent print quality. 
6.3.2 Material Compatibility 
(a) Choice of substrate 
The low thermal expansion coefficient (TEC) of alumina (5 x 10-6 /00, along 
t proprietary name 
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with the need to limit alumina contamination of the pH glass made the 
standard thick film substrates impractical. Corning 015 glass has a measured 
TEC of 11.0 X 10-6 /OC. Empirical calculation of TECs carried out by 
multiplying the relevant compositional fractions by their individual TECs, 
114 gives a fairly good approximation I to the experimental valuej more 
theoretical treatments are also available 
113. Thick-films of 015 Corning 
glass have TECs between II and 13 (x 10-6/00. A comparable substrate 
must meet the f ollowing requirements: 
1. Have a similar expansion coefficient to the 015 glass print. 
2. Be chemically and physically stable up to -900 
0C and not 
form a less stable phase by reaction with the glass. 
3. Be machinable to the required dimensions. 
Not surprisingly, there are few materials which satisfy all these requirements. 
Previous workers have used a ceramic known as 
115 forsterite which is fairly 
compatible with Corning 015 glass. The properties of forsterite and a 
number of other possible substrate materials are listed in Table 6.1 in so far 
as they are generally known. Very often however little precise information 
is available because of commercial secrecy. The same can be said of thick 
film printing inks and pastes. Energy dispersive x-ray analysis (EDAX) t 
of PF2 revealed the composition to be that of the mineral enstatite 
(MgO. SiO 2) as the major phase. Small quantities of Ca and Fe suggest that 
talc was a major raw material along with magnesia in the fabrication of 
PF2. Trace quantities of aluminiurn indicate that a small arnount of clay, 
which was most probably used as a binding agent, was also present. 
The best results were obtained with PF2 (see Table 6.1). One major 
disadvantage of the more useful substrates, i. e. PF2 and Forsterite ceramics, 
is that they are porous. Extreme care is therefore needed for the encapsulation 
of completed devices (see section 6.5). Even with closely matched substrates, 
however, printed films of glass often developed lateral and vertical fissures. 
Sometimes the fissures were not observed immediately but became noticeable 
af ter some days. 
One of the main parameters governing the quality of glass prints is the firing 
cycle and in particular the cooling processes. Well annealed samples have a 
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greater tendency to crack than those which are air quenched. It should be 
noted that all of the substrates used have a TEC comparable with or lower 
than that of printed 015 glass. If a substrate with a slightly higher TEC 
could have been found the glass film would be under compression rather 
than under tension, on cooling. This would significantly reduce the incidence 
of cracking. 
(b) Choice of conductor metal 
Ideally, pure metallic conductors would be desirable for "chemical" simplicity 
of the resulting device but this was not feasible. Table 6.2 lists most of the 
various conductor materials tried in the present studies with a brief account 
of their viability. Evaporated metal f ilms are easily dissolved into the glass 
thick film and/or substrate during the subsequent firing processes. Only T-F 
conductors were substantial enough to resist this dissolution. It is quite 
probable that additional components in commercial pastes aid the cohesive 
nature of these contacts and limit diffusion. Many different Ag based 
pastes were examined because of the good quality of both the Ag/glass 
contact and resultant glass print. Silver diffuses rapidly through the glass 
even when mixed Ag/Pt and Ag/Pd pastes are used. The presence of Pt and 
Pd did not restrict the silver diffusion, even when present in significant 
amounts. 
It was found essential to limit the sub-glass conductor print thickness to less 
than 10 pm ; conductor films of 2-3 pm thickness were generally satisfactory. 
Conductor films made with standard inks are usually at least lOpm thick 
but subsequent glass coverage of these prints was unsatisfactory. An 
extreme example of surface defects of a glass print on top of a 15pm thick 
conductor pattern of Au/Pt is shown in the scanning electron micrographs of 
Fig. 6.4 which illustrates the extent of the bubbling and resultant pinholes 
present. Possible reasons for the evolution of bubbles are: sodium metal (g) 
in glass as a product of reaction with the metal contacts (as discussed in 
Chapter 3.4.2(a)) or insufficient degassing of organic components in the 
conductor ink during firing. By making the inks less viscous this problem was 
t 
alleviated. An organic mixture of 1.3 Blythes direct screen printing medium 
N485, and Dupont 
t 
electronic composition thinners 8250 was added to the 
conductor ink in the weight ratio of 3: 1, ink to thinners mix. The resultant 
diluted paste is referred to as Pt/Au (dil. ). This mix gave the best prints in 
Proprietary name 
FIGURE 6.4 
Scanning Electron Micrographs of the Glass Surface 
(a) Underlying metal contacts 
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terms of minimising pinholes and retaining a low restivitiy of typical value 
10-3 - 10-" Qcm. Thinning the conductor ink also allowed penetration of the 
ink into the porous substrate which, to an extent, may act as a large surface 
for degassing of the ink during firing. Glass prints over silver contacts were 
notably devoid of fissures and pinholes but unfortunately the Ag diffuses 
through the glass films during the firing process. Temper ature/t i me 
variations of subsequent prints were also tried to limit this diffusion but 
were unsuccessful. To obtain glass/metal interfaces of known composition 
evaporated metal f ilms of Cu or Fe were deposited on top of the T-F 
conductors prior to printing the glass layer and thus avoid dissolution of the 
evaporated metal by the substrate. 
A remarkable observation made when using Au metal contacts was that the 
glass would not adhere at all. In fact, during firing the glass print would 
separate leaving the gold surface exposed and a peripheral annulus of thick 
glass. The movement of glass was over distances of up to 5mm. The surface 
tension of glass at these te mperatures is a major facto 
ý14 in this reaction and 
as discussed in Chapter3.5.1 large contact angles are observed in sessile drops 
of molten glass on Au substrates. 
A range of metal contacts, thick-f ilm, thin-f ilm and combinations of these 
were used along with oxidised contacts. They are Isited in Table 6.2. There 
was a marked improvement in the quality of subsequent glass layers when 
oxidised metal contacts are used and this is described in more detail in 
Chapter 6.4.2. 
(c) Glass prints and paste preparation 
Corning 015 glass was obtained in fritted form and hand ground, using an onyx 
mortar and pestle until an average particle size of -5pm was achieved. 
Ball milling was used to reduce the particle size further to submicron 
dimensions but sodium leaching into the milling solvent, and surface hydration, 
caused problems (seeChapter 2.5 
30 ). Initially water and ethanol were used 
as milling solvents; butanol and pentanol saturated with sodium salts were 
also tried in order to reduce sodium leaching. Dry hand milling to a finer 
particle size was just as effective however and ball milling was therefore 
abandoned. Once the glass was ground to a fine state, pastes were made by 
mixing 2 parts of glass to one part of Blythes solvent mix by weight. This 
80. 
gave a good thixotropic paste. 
Several layers of glass were sometimes required and to produce successive 
glass prints, screens had to be prepared with slightly decreasing print areas. 
After firing, the glass layers , whether single- or multi-layered, often 
developed fissures and these were responsible for device failure. Altering 
the thermal cycling can prevent fissure formation but unfortunately air 
quenching from 900 0 C, which is optimum for good fissure-free glass, is not 
good for the pH response. This was a difficult problem to isolate. Initially 
the failure of pH devices in early samples was attributed to unsatisfactory 
back contacts and thus much effort was fruitlessly directed to that problem 
until a lower firing temperature (700 0 C) was tried. This did produce a pH 
sensitive glass surface, presumably because the active surface groups are 
not removed 
41 (see section 2.5). One unfortunate disadvantage of the lower 
firing temperature however was that the glass required a longer time (30 mins) 
to flow properly. In most cases fritting was incomplete and many printed 
layers were required to obtain good coverage of the underlying contact. In 
some cases glass pastes were spread with a pallette-knife to obtain full 
coverage. The lower temperature prints (700 0 C) were slightly opalescent, 
indicating some phase separation. Alkali metal evaporation from the surface 
36 
is probably insignificant at this temperature (700 0 C) even with the long 
firing times (30mins). It became clear that the firing cycle is critical in the 
fabrication of devices which are both physically robust and pH sensitive. The 
thermal history is particularly critical when planar devices are involved and 
the heating is from the substrate side. In this case it is possible that there 
is a greater sodium loss compared with that which occurs during the fabrication 
of pH sensitive glass bulbs when they are flame annealed. The stresses of 
planar glass layers in contact with other planar ceramics would not allow flame 
working and glass films shattered when this was attempted. 
Firing at high temperatures (900 0 C) results in the surface becoming silica 
rich 
30 
with according to Kanazawa et a] 
41 
, the loss of active -OH sites. 9 
Prolonged (> 20 mins) high temperature treatment has two main effects: 
81. 
I. pH sensitivity is lost. 
2. Depletion of sodium from the surface lowers the TEC 
114 Face cools under compression markedly and so the surf 
from the underlying soda rich glass. 
This results in a much better glaze. Therefore samples fired at high 
temperature and air quenched are usually the best and mechanically 
strongest, but they are also the least sensitive to pH. An acceptable 
compromise to these opposing constraints was found45: The firing 
temperature was raised very quickly to 900 0 C, ensuring that devices were 
held for no more than 7 minutes above 850 0 C, they were rapidly cooled to 
-550 
0C and annealed at that temperature, before cooling to ambient. 
Firing in this way retained the glass pH sensitivity. Details of firing 
conditions for the glass prints are given in Table 6.3. Accurate 
temperatures were obtained by building a thermocouple into the furnace 
carrier to monitor the local temperature. 




Period Time al C li C dit 
RESULTS 
C (mins) Max Temp 
oo ng on ions 
Glaze Appearance pH Response 
650 30 2 hours Air quench no glaze 
700 30 30 mins Air quench or sl ow 
cool poor good 
750 30 30 mins Air quench poor poor 
Soo 30 30 mins Air quench fair poor 
850 30 30 mins fair poor 
900 30 30 mins good poor 
900 30 30 mins Quench to 5500C, fair poor 
Ihen anneal 
900 25 10 mins fair fair 
900 25 0 fair good 
"DO 25 0 Air quench lo room 
lemp. good fair 
'% Many pimi-s r(, quired. 
N-B The resulls are nol clear-cul as individual differences occur wilhin somples Irealed Idenlically, t, ul 
ihe above Musirales, ihe general irends. 
82. 
Surface analysis of printed glass films fired at different temperatures was 
t 
attempted by Electron Spectroscopy for Chemical Analysis (ESCA) but there 
was no evidence of differences in the surface concentration of sodium. It 
is significant that similar analyses of float glass surfaces 
115 
were also 
insensitive to sodium due to its migration from the charged surface - similar 
charging of the surface would be present under the conditions used for the 
ESCAtanalysis. Another feature which must be considered is that of fissures 
developing after firing. Accurate measurement of tensile strength in glasses 
is difficult due to their brittle nature. Marked reductions in strength are 
caused by the presence of surface flaws, which may be too small to be 
visible, but are readily propagated by atmospheric moisture, CO 2 and acidic 116,117 
vapours .A marked increased in mechanical strength may be achieved by 
air blast quenching from temperatures above the strain point. 
The present investigation was confined to the Corning 015 composition as the 
more recently developed LiCion pH-sensitive glass requires temperatures over 
950 0C for flow to occur and this was not possible using standard thick-film 
equipment (see Chapter 2J 
6). The success rate of glass film fabrication 
even under the best parameters investigated, was not good but may be 
improved by making a substrate with a slightly higher TEC (see section 6.3.2(a)). 
6.3.3 Screen Preparation 
Screens for T-F printing are available in var'ious mesh sizes and emulsion 
thicknesses. The screens used for glass printing in the present work had 
relatively thick emulsions (typically 23p), enabling a fairly thick print. Mesh 
sizes as low as 65 counts per cm were used to allow deposition of as much 
material as possible. Conductor prints, by contrast, were deposited using metal 
screens typically of emulsion 18p thick with a mesh size of 128 counts per cm, 
to give more precision in the patterns. Negatives of the required masks were 
made by accurately cutting out black paper (in the reverse design required) 
to scale and placing it on a white background. This negative mask was then 
photographed full frame onto 35mm high resolution film and the film 
negative was used directly as the mask. Examples of masks for conductor 
patterns are shown in Fig. 6-5. The particular designs in Figs 6.5(a) and (b) 
are for those T-F devices which incorporated an isolated J FET die; the 
gate drain and source of the J FET were Au ball bonded to the pads as 














indicated. The masks were clamped to the screens and the emulsion 
developed by exposure to uv light which polymerised the non-blacked out 
areas. The printing pattern is then defined by washing with warm (30 0 C) 
water to remove the undeveloped polymer coating. 
6.4 FABRICATION OF T-F pH ELECTRODES 
6.4.1 The Basic Process 
The following is an account of the standard method developed for fabricating 
T-F pH electrodes in this study. The flow diagram for this process is set out 
in Fig. 6.6. Substrates of PF2 (25mrn x 6mm x Imm) were thoroughly cleaned 
and pre-baked at 900 0 C. A metallic contact of Pt/Au (Emca 180) 
t (dilute) 
was printed. After printing, the ink was first allowed to settle on the flat 
substrate surface for 10 minutes prior to drying at 150 0C for 10 minutes. 
This film was fired to a maximum temperature of 900 0C for 10 minutes and 
allowed to cool slowly to room temperature. The glass paste was then printed 
on top and the drying and firing processes repeated. The maximum temperature 
of 9000C for glass prints was not sustained. Immediate air quenching to 
500 0C was followed by slow cooling to ambient temperatures. Some prints 
were also f ired at 700 0C and cooled slowly. The masks used gave a resulting 
glass film of -5mm x 10mm, totally covering the sub-glass contact depicted 
in Fig. 6.3(b). Where more than one glass print was required, screens of 
fractionally smaller areas were used. Although this was the basic design many 
variations were tried; some successful examples are described in the next 
section. 
6.4.2 T-F Sandwich Structures 
Sandwich structures are those which have some intermediate layer between the 
printed T-F conductor and the printed glass film as shown in Fig. 6.7(a). They 
were made to explore the possible reversible characteristics of such back 
contacts (seeChapter 3.4). Three main deviations to the conductor used in the 
basic process are listed below: 
(a) Pt oxidised contacts 
45 In order to obtain oxidised Pt contacts , Emca 180 Pt/Au conductor was 
Proprietary name 
FIGURE 6.6 
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on the reverse side of the substrate 
(see section 5) 
(b) Samples for A. C. Impedance Studies 
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printed in the pattern shown in Fig. 6.5(b). The sub-glass contact G) was 
printed and fired first followed by (ii) and (Iii), in this way the "single-print 
conductor tip" was completely oxidised having been fired 3 times, but 
electronic contact was still present through (iii). The subsequent glass prints 
were generally of better quality than prints on non-oxidised surfaces. 
(b) Fe and (c) Cu evaporated intermediates 
Iron or copper was evaporated over printed Au/Pt contacts (Table 6.2) to 
give intermediate layers of mixed conduction (see Chapter3.5 and 4.5.1). 
These were either printed over immediately with glass or oxidised first, but 
this made little difference to the resultant device except if pre-oxidation 
was prolonged to completion, in which case, the oxidised metal layer is weak 
and it readily fractures along its plane. 
The structures described above in general gave better glazes than the basic 
structure described in section 6.4.1. Several different approaches were tried 
to produce intermediate layers, e. g. mixing finely divided metal with glass 
paste and T-F printing the mix, but the methods described above proved to be 
the most successful and produced both physically stronger and some of the 
most stable SSISEs made in this study. 
6.4.3 T-F Samples for a. c. Impedance Studies 
Symmetrical devices for a. c. impedance studies were made and their structure 
is illustrated in Fig. 6.7(b). They were designed to give direct comparison 
with the disc samples described in section 6.2.4. The physical dimensions of 
these devices were chosen to give a contact area of 254mm' and a glass 
thickness of -100pm. The range of metal contacts used is listed in Table 6.2 
and indicated by (+). Two substrates were first prepared with contacts of 
identical type on top of which two good quality glass prints were fired at 
900 0C and air quenched to room temperature. A further glass layer was 
printed on each and the two were sandwiched together and fired at 900 0C 
for 2 minutes. The contact design gave accessible soldering pads. 
6.4.4 Low Output Impedance System 
Prefir-riinary tests were made using an n-channel MOSFET (No. 2N 3819). Low 
leakage discrete JFETs t were also used successfully, the), were cemented to the 
t Supplied by special request by Burr-Brown Research Corporation 
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T-F device substrate and the gate, source and drain were ball bonded to the 
relevant pads as shown in Fig. 6.8(a). Fig. 6.8(b) 
61 is a diagram of the circuitry 
used for pH measurements. Typical operating values are R1= 470 99 
R2= 220 Q, R3= 33 kQq CI=2.2 pF, VI=2.5 V, V DS = 5.0 V. At a stable 
voltage the capacitor prevents current flow and when a reading is taken 
I-I- 
S D' 
I and D V are DS kept constant so that V GS 
(the gate-substrate 
voltage) is also constant, as is the gate current QG). Thus for solutions of 
differing pH: 
G 
pH1 e Re Velectrode e+ReI G 
G 
pH4 e Re v e'+Rel (D electrode 
1 hus the dif f erence in potential can be monitored via the reference electrode 
at a low impedance level. 
6.5 ENCAPSULATION 
6.5.1 Structures for Laboratorv Exr)erimentation 
Both disc and T-F structures required assessment of their pH response. Each 
needed therefore to have an active surface exposed to the test solution and 
it was necessary to ensure that no test solution leaked to the electrical 
connections. The most reliable way of achieving such a structure is shown 
diagrammatically for discs in Fig. 6.1(a) and a photograph is shown in 
Fig. 6.2(a). The T-F analogue is illustrated in Fig. 6.9(a) and photographed in 
Fig. 6.2(b). It should be noted in passing that the darker coloured structures 
of Fig. 6.2(b) contain Ag contacts which discoloured the glass. The sealing 
medium is silicone rubber. One of the main advantages of its use is that 
electrodes can be dismantled, dried and reassembled, if leaks develop. This 
is ideal for laboratory situations where the quality of device is under test, 
but not appropriate for general use when a robust structure is required. The 
pH response of discs and T-F devices presented in Chapter 7 refers solely 
to measurements taken with structures of the type shown in Fig. 6.9, except 
if otherwise stated. All novel types of pH device were initially tested in 
this form to determine their pH responses. 
FIGURE 6.8 












A Buffered voltage supply to provide constant drain voltage. 
B FET, e. g. 2N3819, note the gate connection in reality is short 
(see (a)). 
C Cell. 
D Feedback amplifier to give low measurement impedance. 
E Constant current source. 
is a virtual earth. 
A is in a feedback loop with the reference electrode and cell. This 3 
provides appropriate values of VG to give V DS and ID, i. e. the operating 
point is independent of the transistor used. V DS and ID are kept constant, 
this being the case IG and V GS are also constant under steady state 
conditions. Change in potential is monitored through the calornel reference 
61 electrode. A similar feedback system was used by Janata et al 
drain 
FIGURE 6.9 
T-F Electrode Structures 
(a) 
lomm 








(b) a solid finger of P. V. A. 
was milled out and the 
T-F cemented in place 
using epoxy resin. 























6.5.2 Encapsulation for General Use 
To evaluate the effectiveness of different encapsulants and designs the 
interdigitated conductor pattern shown in Fig. 6.7(a) was printed on the 
reverse side of the substrate and aligned to be opposite the active area. 
These devices were housed in the structure illustrated in Fig. 6.9(b). The 
electrode spacing in the interdigitated pattern was 0.2 mm, which on a dry 
substrate gave a resistance greater than 101 2g. When leakage occurred the 
resistance fell by 6 orders of magnitude. The form required for general use 
is that of a probe structure. Figs6.9(b) and (c) show the designs of some 
probe devices constructed and a range of different encapsulants tried is 
listed in Table 6.4. 
The problem is one of material compatibility. A more polar surface will 
adhere to a surface of similar polarity. Glass surfaces are hydrophilic and 
have a stronger affinity for water than for any organic encapsulant even 
the more polar epoxys which, once applied, are eventually under cut by water 
erosion. An attempt was made to utilise the porosity of the PF2 substrate 
to encapsulate the metal contact by permeating an encapsulant into the 
substrate from the reverse side. For this purpose polymer solutions of PMMA 
and PVC were used (see Table 6.4). They did permeate the substrate but 
the devices functioned for only a few days. 
An alternative approach to encapsulating glass is to use another glass or 
glass ceramic, but one possible complication is that those glasses used in 
conventional pH electrodes as stem glasses G. e. lead borosilicates) which would 
be the obvious choice, may therriselves have a pH response, as yet 
undiscovered because of their extremely high impedances. The feedback 
mode of operation explained in section 6.4.4 provides the capability of 
detecting responses of these materials, but this was not a factor in the 
present case. A lead borosilicate glass paste (EMCA 92) was -used as a 
T-F 
printed encapsulant; although successful as an encapsulant in terms of its 
adherence and temperature of application (650 0 C), it dissolved in acid solution. 
The non-porous glass ceramic (EE 1087) tested earlier for substrate suitability 
was re-evaluated for device fabrication within a new low temperature firing 
programme. Glass was fired at 700 0C and the conductor paste used was a 
87. 
low firing (6000C) Au/Pt ink (ESL 5835) t The new device is illustrated in 
Fig. 610. In all cases where the substrate was a glass ceramic, however, 
stresses in the glass films resulted in cracks and flaws developing. Further 
experiments involved fusing a glass ceramic mask of EE 1087 over the basic 
device illustrated in Fig. 6.7(a) giving the resultant structure shown in 
Fig. 6.10(b). This structure allows easier subsequent encapsulation as the glass 
ceramic has a much less hydrophilic surface than the glass. Many devices 
made in this way showed stress cracks. 
Encapsulation of glass devices for general handling remains a major problem. 
Many designs were attempted and rejected in favour of those illustrated in 
Fig. 6.9(a). For ease of identification in the following chapters, devices are 
referred to as, e. g. : 
TF PF2 AuPt(dil. ) 015 
f 
or Fosterite 
The device described is that of the basic type in section 6.4.1. 
TABLE' 6.4: ENCAA DSULANTS 
Encapsulant Favourable Quali. ijes Limiiing Aspects 
Silicone rubber Excellent surface adhesion to 
(Silasiic 734) 
1 
glass. A low iemperalure process. 
PVC/PMMA Low temperature process, can be 
eaý, jly ; --ipplied to ensure complete 
I 
coverage 
Epoxy resin Can be printed and gives a very 
(EPOTEC 454) robust finished product. Low 0 temperature process (150 C) 
EMCA 92 Can be printed, excellent fusion, 




EE IOS7 Excellem fusion adherence 
I 
Not robust 
Adherence to the glass surface 
or nicial is not good. 
Although the best adherence of the 
organics tried, it absorbed water 
and after -4 weeks peels away 
from the glass surface 
Dissolves in acidic solutions. 
Requires lemperalure of -700 
0c 
- produces s1rains in planar 
consi r uci ion. 
'- Propriclary name. 
FIGURE 6.10 
CHAPTER 7: pH RESPONSE OF DISC AND THICK FILM ELECTRODES 
88. 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
As discussed in terms of the site binding model described in Chapter 2.4 and 
2.6, the pH response of a solid-state pH electrode need not be nernstian in 
behaviour even if it is functioning perfectly reversibly. The electrodes 
studies in this thesis gave a variety of responses which are detailed in the 
following sections. Some electrodes gave near nernstian behaviour and some 
gave a much lower (mV/pH) response. For purposes of comparison therefore 
it is useful to be aware of the responses of other solid-state pH-sensors. 
Table 7.16 lists some of the most recent results from the literature. 
Interestingly the Pfaudler electrode 
54 has a sensitivity of better than 
55 mV/pH. 
The following sections deal with the responses of the solid-state electrodes 
fabricated in the present work, as a function of the device fabrication method. 
They are reported over a pH range of I -* 9.2 in (mV/pH). The day-to-day 
variance is also reported and other factors such as the stability of individual 
readings and devices, hydration periods and longevities are detailed and 
discussed critically. Wherever possible, analogies and comparisons with 




All of the electrodes studied have high impedances. Disc electrodes have an 
impedance of the order 10 9Q and T-F electrodes can be as high as 10 9. A 
high input impedance voltmeter is therefore required to make potential 
measurements and a Keithley Model 610C Electrometer was used for the purpose. 
The manufacturer's specifications gave an input impedance of 1014 Q and 
accuracies of -+I% of full scale are quoted. The output of the Keithley was 
generally fed into a digital multimeter. The high impedance of these cells 
dictated certain other experimental parameters. In all the measurements of 
potential it was necessary to screen the device under test from external 
elect rorn agnetic interference. "Electrostatic pick-up effects" were successfully 
eliminated by placing the experimental set-up inside a faraday cage which, in 
this case, was a light aluminium box (50cm x 50cm x 50cm). Connections at 
high impedance levels were by screened cables and connectors. Connecting 
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by touching these cables were significant but as the time constant is small 
(-I sec)U8 the signal is transitory and easily recognisable. The basic 
measurement set up is shown diagramatically in Fig. 7.1(a) and photographed 
in Fig. 6.2. The reference electrode used in all cases was a standard calomel 
(Hg/H ý19,12 OStability monitoring was accomplished by connecting a 92C12 
calibrated chart recorder to the Keithley output. Variance of temperature 
significantly affected stability of readings, particularly overnight when ambient 
temperatures drop. Constant temperature measurements were carried out in 
a thermostated oil bath (30 0 C). For these measurements a smaller faraday 
cage was constructed (20 x 20 x 10cm) to fit inside the oil bath and high 
resistance paraffin oil was used to partially submerge the test cell and 
totally cover the electrical connections. Measurements taken in this way 
were stable, although fairly difficult to set up. 
The circuitry used to monitor low impedance devices and their structure is 
given in detail in Chapter 6.4.4, Fig. 6.8. This circuit was constructed on a 
proto-board to allow components to be varied as required. The output was 
displayed on any available digital voltmeter and/or chart recorder, again 
accuracies of <I% were obtainable. 
7.3 pH RESPONSE 
7.3.1 EXDerimental Parameters 
Using the apparatus described in section 7.2 and Fig. 7.1, the response of 
electrodes to varying solutions of known pH was monitored. In general, four 
test solutions of pH 1,4,7 and 9.2 were used; pH= I was 0.1 M HCl, pH 4,7 
and 9.2 were solutions prepared from BDH standard buffers. The test cell used 
for both disc and T-F devices are shown in Fig. 7.1(b) and (c) and in Fig. 6.2. 
Most disc electrodes performed better after hydrating for 24 hours in pH 4 
buffer solution or in deionised water. Thick-film devices were more variable 
in the time required for their hydration. The higher the firing temperature 
the longer the time required for gel layer formation (see Chapter 2.5). The 
response time decreases (10 mins -* < 15 secs) as the glass surface hydration 
progresses (see Fig. 7.3). Conventional membrane pH-electrodes (e. g. those 
made by Electronic Instruments Limited (EIL)) require soaking for 12 hours 
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prior to use, and short term storage in deionised water is recommended. 
According to the manufacturersq the PfauXer device requires "a few days" 
hydration, in deionised waterg prior to use. 
As discussed f ully in Chapter 6, the pH response is reported only for those 
structures constructed as shown in Fig. 7.1(b) and (c). Other configurations 
using different encapsulants are not reported, as all varieties of electrode 
were monitored primarily in this way. 
7.3.2 Disc Electrode Responses 
Disc electrodes were fabricated at all stages during this project. The success 
rate of disc electrodes (i. e. the proportion giving reproducible pH responses) 
is high, over 60-70%. When electrodes of this type did fail, the major 
reason for failure was fracture of the glass disc during handling, but this was 
limited by setting up arrays of electrodes in rigid holders, as shown in Fig. 6.2. 
Representative results given in Table 7.2 are from a batch of electrodes which 
were tested over a long period of time (over 77 days). All the disc electrodes 
were fabricated from discs approximately 300pm thick and results are 
tabulated in (mV/pH). The figures in brackets are corrected for temperature 
variation. Table 7.3 lists the voltage readings (in mV) for pHI solutions as a 
function of time and these results give an indication of the drift. Measurements 
at constant temperature (30 0 C) taken with the device cell half submerged in 
high resistance paraffin are listed in Table 7.4, and clearly there is a much 
improved response in terms of both slope (mV/pH) and drift. Conventional 
membrane glass electrodes (ORION) have drifts of less than 0.002pH per day, 
which assuming Nernst response, is - I. 2mV per day. They are also reported 
to have a (mV/pH) response of 96-100% of theoretical values. It is tempting to 
attribute the improved response noted in Table 7.4 to the more stable 
temperature, but there are other factors involved, associated with the method 
of temperature control used (i. e. the oil bath). The absorption of air and 
atmospheric moisture through the evaporated metal contacts is eliminated as 
they are submerged in paraffin oil, and this isolation from air and water vapour 
may be very signif ican 
109, D6 
t. The improved results obtained could also be 
attributed to the elimination of electrical leakage which could occur under the 
silicone rubber seal when measurements are made in air. This seems a less 
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with T-F devices are smaller than for discs although T-F electrodes are 
more likely to suffer from electrical leakage problems, (see Fig. 7.1 (b) and (c)), 
as only a single silicone rubber sea] is involved. 
The differences in pH response between disc electrodes must be attributed 
to the different contact types, as all other factors are identical in their 
construction. Gold contacted electrodes give the lowest response, Ag 
contacted discs are next best while the Cu backed electrodes have the best 
response of the three. The (mV/pH) responses of Cu backed electrodes are 
initially low, their improvement to near nernstian behaviour is accompanied 
by visually apparent oxidation of the metal to the blue Cu 2+ hydrate and 
this was the motivation for fabricating electrodes with intermediate copper 
ion species. The electrode (D/Cu/Cu(NO 3) 1015) was made by depositing 2 
copper nitrate solution on a glass disc and depositing metallic Cu on top to 
provide the electrical connection. Electrodes made in this way did not perform 
as well as the D/Cu/CuO/015, made as described in Chapter 6.2.3. Electrode 
response times are listed in Table 7.5 and were obtained after stable operation 
was achieved, i. e. after sufficient hydration. For the first few days the 
D/Cu/015 electrodes had a slow response time (-5 mins), but after four or 
five days it responded in < 15 seconds. As before, the reduction in response 
time was accompanied by the formation of Cu'+. 
7.3.3 T-F Electrode Responses 
In the course of this study a large number of T-F electrodes WOO) was 
fabricated in a variety of ways (e. g. differing heat treatmentsq varying metal 
contacts and intermediate layers, and by using a variety of designs). It must 
be said at the outset that the results are difficult to systernatise but one firm 
conclusion does emerge. Irrespective of the type of metal contact, thick film 
devices in which the 015 glass print was fired above 850 0C for long periods 
of time (i. e. more than 20 mins), produce a very characteristic (mV/pH) response. 
This is shown graphically in Fig. 7.2. The same result was observed with devices 
having more than one glass print whenever the final glass print (i. e. the 
layer which comes into contact with the test solution) was fired in the same 
way. Devices prepared in this manner, however, are physically robust, and 
give very fast and repeatable responses when changed from one pH solution to 
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such electrodes. As before (section 7.3.1), the pHI solution was dilute acid 
while the others were buffer solutions containing alkali salts. Although it 
was suspected that this type of response might be determined by total ionic 
concentration strength no correlation could be drawn from tests with 
solutions of varying ionic strengths. Attempts to activate a proper pH 
response by etching the silica rich glass surface, formed by high temperature 
firine? with HF solution were generally unsuccessful but this could be 
because the resultant roughened glass surface proved very difficult to 
encapsulate. 
Apart from the above case, devices with good responses were made in various 
structures and by a varietyof fabrication methods. Several of the more 
successful types are listed in Table 7.6. In these cases it is difficult to draw 
conclusions about different processes of fabrication because, on average, only 
one in t en of the "successful" structures gave repeatable and stable pH 
responses. In every case, however, the failed device showed evidence of 
fissures or leakXage due to ineffective encapsulation. Nevertheless, it is 
possible to draw two further conclusions with some confidence, namely: 
(a) all devices in which the u, ppermost glass has been 
f ired at 700 0C and cooled slowly (i. e. -5 deg/min) 
and 
(b) those f ired to 900 0 C, immediately air quenched to 
between 650-550 0C and slowly Cooled thereafter 
do have a good pH response - irrespective of the metal back contact, assuming 
structural stability. A major priority within this study was to attain some 
reproducible fabrication technique for such structures. Of the devices made 
by the firing conditions outlined in (a) there were variations in their pH 
response and typical values are given in Table 7.7. The numeration is that 
depicted in their fabrication details given in Table 7.6. Their initial responses 
are lower than those quoted in Table 7.7. Normally a few days hydration is 
required to reach the maximum slope (mV/pH). Fig. 7.3 shows graphically the 
improvement due to hydration of a typical T-F device of type 2 in Table 7.6. 
From the pH vs mV graphs and tabulated data, it is obvious that the linear 
response "tails-off" at high pH values and that if the readings about pH9 were 
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seen from the properties of a conventional pH electrode of 015 Corning 
29 
glass as shown in Fig. 7.4 . Although fairly accurate in pH response from 
pH2 -+ pH8, for pH9 and above relatively large departures occur depending on 
the ions present in solution and it is well known that Na+ ions cause the 
30 largest errors . It is however notable that the results in Fig. 7.3 and Table 
7.6 are among the best obtained and many T-F devices gave (mV/pH) responses 
of -40 mV/pH. A number of points can be gleaned from Table 7.7. In 
particular devices with evaporated Cu contacts show a higher offset potential 
(i. e. the pH1 value) and this is a general property. It is also true generally 
that those devices with Fe or Cu evaporated films are more sensitive and 
stable. If during fabrication glass prints fired at 900 0C were quenched to 
ambient without annealling at 650-550 0 C, the pH response obtained was low, 
-25 mV/pH, but it was linear and reproducible. 
Constant temperature measurements were carried out with the electrical 
contacts submerged in paraffin oil, and the test cell half submerged. The 
improvement was less than observed with the disc electrodes (see section 7.3.2). 
Under normal conditions the day-to-day variance of these electrodes was 
2-3 mV/pH and this was the limit of their improvement at constant temperature. 
Drif ts in the of f set potential could be as high as 20 mV at pH 1. Constant 
temperature measurement did improve the ýaily drifts which were reduced to 
a maximum value of -5 mV. 
7.4 pH MEASUREMENTS IN THE "FEED BACK MODE" 
Some thick-film electrodes which showed a good pH response (i. e. over 
40 (mV/pH)) were tested in the f eed-back mode discussed in Chapter 6.4.4 and 
shown diagrammatically in Fig. 6.8. Their physical construction had to be 
modified to form a probe structure for this purpose. Fig. 7.5 illustrates the 
structure used. Unfortunately the epoxy resin used was not a successful 
encapsulant and thus only the first few days of testing gave sensible stable 
results, some of which are listed in Table 7.8. 
One important point gained from these experiments is that the length of 
unscreened conductor is critical. Initial probe test structures used a packaged 
n-channel MOSFET with the gate soldered to a wire 3cm long, which wasin 
turn soldered to the printed contact pad. The responses were unstable unless 
FIGURE 7.4 
Glass Electrode Errors (mV) 
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the device was placed inside a faraday cage. Subsequent designs involved 
the gold ball bonding of an unpackaged die onto the printed conduction pads 
giving an unsheilded conduction path of -lcm O. e. the length of conductor 
under the pH sensitive glass). It is also significant that the response times 
observed when electrodes were tested in this manner were very fast: 
W 15 secs) in each case. 
7.5 T-F DEVICE FAILURE AND LONGEVITY 
The major cause of device failure was cracking of the glass layer which 
allowed test solution to come in contact with the sub-glass metal contact. 
The symptoms'were a lack of pH response accompanied by a dramatic drop 
in the bulk resistance of the device. Gradual decreases in response were 
also observed and for structures of the type shown in Fig. 7.1(c) dismantling, 
drying and re-encapsulation restored the pH sensitivity. In fact many 
electrodes required this treatment. The longevity of such electrodes were 
not fully evaluated. Their responses were in some cases measured up to 50 
days and remained constant. Failure of such devices was ultimately due to 
breakage during the re-encapsulation processes. It is however significant 
to mention that of the hundreds of T-F devices fabricated, only a dozen or 
so survived to give stable good pH measurements for periods longer than 
- 10 days. 
Much time and effort was directed towards finding some efficient 
encapsulant, but each tested case (apart from the structures in Fig. 7.1) 
resulted in substandard responses developing after a few days. In the cases 
where a leakage conductor pattern was used as shown in Fig. 6.7(a), a 
decrease in response was accompanied by an increase in the substrate 
conductivity indicating that water had permeated the substrate. Silicone 
rubber was tried in place of epoxy in the structure shown in Fig. 7.5 but was 
inefficient as the thick silicone rubber did not dry out entirely. When the 
probe was placed in water, the silicone probably re-equilibrated very slowly 
with its own solvent (acetic acid) resulting in an ineffective encapsulant 
and device failure. 
103. 
7.6 SUMMARY 
The general characteristics of the various types of T-F electrodes studied in 
this present work are summarised below. Table 7.9 lists the general features, 
measured and observed, as a function of electrical contact type. Part (a) is 
for those T-F electrodes in which the final glass layer has a maximum firing 
temperature of 900 0C which is then quenched and annealed at -6000C. Part 
(b) is for low temperature fabrication (700 0 C). 
Table 7.9: General Characteristics 
(a) Maximum Temperature 900 0c 
Contacts Pt/Au (dil) Pt/Au OXD CU Fe 
mV/pH 51 46 56 48-52 
+ Daily drift (mV) 5mV 5mV + 20mV 5mV 
*Longevity (days) *40 *40 48 *50 
Cracks & fissures low/med low low low 
% Success of fabrication 10-15% 10-15% 30% 50% 
(b) Maximum Temperature. 700 0c 
Contacts Pt/, Au (dil) Pt/Au OXD Cu Fe 
mV/PH 48-50 45 56 53 
+ Daily drift (mV) 5mV 5mV +-10MV +- 5mV 
*Longevity (days) *25 *23 *50 *40 
Cracks & Fissures High High med. med. 
% 5uccess of fabrication 5-10% 5-10% -25% -25% 
The daily drifts quoted are upper limits (i. e. maximum recorded values). 
The most common daily drift was of the order -ImV. 
* Longevity is quoted in days, but devices were subject to breakage: 
therefore this is not a limit but a recorded minimum. 
The entry under "Cracks & Fissues" is simply a description of their occurrence 
in relative terms and this is reflected in the "% Success of fabrication". 
CHAPTER 8: A. C. IMPEDANCE SPECTRA: RESULTS & INTERPRETATION 
104. 
8.1 INSTRUMENTATION 
A. c. impedances were recorded over a frequency range of 
10-4 Hz to 106 Hz 
using a Solartron 1174 Frequency Response Analyser (FRA). This 
sophisticated instrument consists of a programmable generator which produces 
I an accurate sinusoidal signal and an analyser which resolves the response of 
the input signal to the sinusoidal stimulus. The output is displayed as 
amplitude R, and phase angle 0 of the test sample relative to the original 
signal. An alternative output representation, and the one used in this study, 
is in the form of admittance, Y= (a + ib). This gives separately the real 
(conductance) and imaginary (susceptance) parts. The generator provides an 
output of known amplitude and frequency of the form A sin wt, where A can 
be 10-3 V to 10 V, and the frequency can be in the range 10-4 Hz to 106 Hz. 
The instrument measures two voltages via two input channels x and y and 
the output is displayed as the ratio (y/x). The FRA frequency sweep allows 
measurements to be made automatically over any part of the specified 
frequency range and this is extremely useful as very low frequencies (10-4 
10-1 Hz) could be recorded overnight. In the very low frequency range the 
response is given for only one cycle due to the extremely long times required 
for measurements; above 10-2 Hz the response is an average of several cycles. 
Corrections to the output were required to account for: the ratio (y/x) mode 
of representation; the fixed resistor value and the capacitive contribution 
from co-axial leads. As the spectra were recorded over nine decades of 
frequency at intervals: of five readings per decade, and each sample at seven 
or more different temperatures, a PDPII computer was used to facilitate 
the necessary corrections. The graphs were plotted on a Hewlett Packard 
7220 S graph plotter. Rearrangement., of the admittance data to an impedance 
representation and to frequency dependent real and imaginary representations 
was also facilitated using the PDPII computer. 
The capacitances of samples at 100 kHz were recorded independently with a 
model 71 A. R. Boonton Capacitance Meter. The d. c. resistance was also 
recorded independently with a Keithley 610 C electrometer. Measurements 
were made over the temerparure range 288K - 431K and temperature was 
monitored with a Pt wire thermometer. The thermometer was clamped locally 
and gave accuracies of <0.1 %. The sample was enclosed in a metal box which 
105. 
was placed in a Griffin 1200 oven. Heat resistant co-axial connections 
were made with Pyrotenax cable. 
8.2 EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS 
The experimental arrangement is shown schematically in Fig. 8.1(a) and (b), 
both disc and thick film samples were tested in this apparatus. Details of 
sample fabrication are given in chapter6 sections 2.4 and 4.3. The sample Z and a 
known resistance R are connected, as illustrated in Fig-8.1, inside a metal 
box containing molecular sieve and P205 to help maintain a dry atmosphere. 
The resistor (R) used was correct to ± 0.05 % of its stated value. Temperature 
was accurately monitored to better than 0.1% and although the oven was fairly 
stable (varying 0.5 0 overnight) a large metal block was placed inside to help 
maintain a stable temperature. Generally the oven temperature was 
stabilised during the day, and admittance plots recorded overnight. Readings 
upward from 10-2 Hz were taken manually from the FRA display and lower 
frequency readings were taken from the calibrated FRA plotter. Direct 
plots were not used as corrections for experimental parameters were required. 
The experimental circuit is shown in Fig. 8.1(b), x and y are the two input 
channels of the FRA, Z is the-sample and the value of R, the known resistor 
was -10 KQ. The voltage drop across the sample Z and total reference Zo 
is monitored at x and is denoted Vx. The voltage drop across Zo is monitored 
at y and is denoted Vy. The FRA output is in the form (y/x) =: (Vy/Vx) and is 
displayed as (a + ib), the real and imaginary parts of admittance. The 
admittance ratioý Y ratio : -- a+ 
ib = 1/Z ratio' 
Zs Impedance of Sample Vx -V 
Zo Impedance of Reference Vy 
Thus the admittance of the sample 
Ys -- 
I Vy I 
Zs Vx - Vy * Zo 
Ys -11 
(8.0 








(a) Practical lay-out 
(b) Circuitry Z= Impedance of sample 
R= Impedance of reference resistor 
Z, = Total reference impedance 
C= Capacitance of input cables 
x and y are input channels of the FRA 
45pF 









since (Vy/Vx) =a+ ib which is 
the form of the instrument reading. 
a- a' -b2 ib 









Equation 8.2 gives the real and imaginary component of YsZo which we can 
label a' and bl. Now Zo must be accounted for: the impedance of the 
(8.2) 
reference system is the Rtot and C tot combination normally, R tot 
is 9.009kQ 
and C tot 
is 115pF (where C, the cable capacitance is 70pF). 
Yo = a* + ib* where Yo = I/Zo. 
The admittance of the sample Ys = Y' + Y" 
Ys Ys Zo. Yo a' + ib' a* - ib* 
a* + ib* a* - ib* 
ys a' a* + bb* + i(a* b' - a'b*) is *2b *2 
y, a' a* + b'b* and yll a*b' - a'b* a*2+b *2 -a 
*2 + b*2 
All the data were corrected prior to converting into impedance data. 
The entire frequency range available (10-4 Hz to IOr' Hz) was used at intervals 
of five readings per decade. The a. c. voltage applied across the sample was 
I volt r. m. s. Each sample was tested at several different temperatures ranging 
from 288K to 431K. Duplicate samples were measured as a test of 
reproducibility. The samples were heated to the highest temperature first, the 
temperature allowed to stabilise and once the frequency run was completed a 
lower temperature was chosen and the process repeated, and so on. This 
procedure was followed in all cases except for the sample "disc Cu2" which was 
monitored at the lowest temperature first in order to reduce the extensive 
oxidation observed in copper contacts of the sample "disc Cul". Table 8.1 lists 
the range of temperatures used for the samples reported. D. c. conductivity 
107. 
Table 8.1: Samples and Temperatures of A. C. Spectra Analysis 
(a) Discs 
Au 1 Au/0 1 5/Au 
Au 2 Au/0 1 5/Au 
Ag 1 Ag/0 1 5/Ag 
Cu 1 Cu/0 1 5/Cu 
Cu 2 cu10151cu 
(b) T-F Samples 
Temp (K) 
Ist 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 
428.6 406.4 385.0 365.0 344.4 326.5 292.7 
228.2 406.2 384.9 366.0 345.5 328.5 295.7 
428.6 409.1 387.4 367.1 348.7 326.8 295.0 
429.3 409.0 386.9 369.0 346.2 327.4 293.5 
295.2 328.4 345.6 369.0 387.0 409.0 - 










389 373 361 331 
374.5 359.5 329 297.5 
397.75 378.5 351.0 288 
409.5 395 374.5 348 291.5 
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measurements were taken at the end of each frequency sweep and periods of 
up to two hours were required to obtain stable readings but even so this was 
by far the most unreliable method of measuring d. c. conductivity. 
8.3 RESULTS OF A. C. MEASUREMENTS 
The data collected for the examples listed in Table 8.1 was in the form of 
admittance data. Once corrected this data was used to produce spectra 
both in the form of admittance and impedance representations. In order to 
extract relaxation times accurately, some individual plots of the real and 
imaginary contributions vs log frequency were also required. Selected spectra 
which illustrate the salient features are given in Figs 8.2 to 8.9 inclusive. 
The admittance spectra are presented accompanied by impedance spectra and 
these also illustrate the temperature dependence of the relaxations. 
Figs 8.2 to 8.5 inclusive show spectra of disc samples prepared using 
evaporated contacts. Figs 8.6 to 8.9 inclusive give spectra of thick film 
samples. 
8.4 EMPIRICAL OBSERVATIONS 
All spectra, recorded at ambient conditions, consist of one major relaxation 
attributed to the dielectric relaxation response of the bulk glass. Admittance 
spectra recorded at room temperature clearly cross the real axis at the origin 
thus excluding any real component of conduction which would be expected for 
65,104 
non-blocking electrodes . The impedance spectra confirm this observation as 
the "electrode polarisation , 
73,109is 
characterised by the "spur" evident at low 
frequencies. This spur is the beginning of another arc which eventually does 
intersect the real axis again but at a value so far out of range that the 
121 
electrode is, for all practical purposes, blocking in nature At elevated 
temperatures, generally about 350K, low frequency relaxations are apparent 
in all cases. 
As Tomczawa 73 has already reported, the mode of application of the metal 
electrodes causes greater differences in the frequency response than are 
caused by using different metals for The contacts. In the present 
study, metal electrodes fabricated using thick film techniques gave 
only one low frequency relaxation. By contrast samples with 
109. 
evaporated contacts (i. e. disc samples) gave two low frequency relaxations. 
The intermediate relaxation observed for disc samples has a higher activation 
energy (E act) 
than the bulk and this is visually apparent in the temperature 
sequence shown in Fig. 8.3(b) (see also section 8.6). This is the case for all 
the disc samples tested. The intermediate relaxation was attributed by 
Boulos et al 
109 
to a hydrated surface layer of glass and the low frequency 
relaxation to the barrier process at the electrode-sample interface. 
Another interesting similarity to the present work was that the centres of 
the low frequency relaxation arcs of disc spectra are below the real axis. 
This may be attributed to a Warburg impedance, i. e. the impedance caused 
by slow diffusion of reactants causing a depletion and accompanying 
accumulation of charge carriers at the two opposing electrode-sample inter- 
faces. Surface roughness of the sample-electrode interface can also give a 
122 Warburg-like impedance Disc samples were matt finished to aid contact 
adherence and thus have a roughened sample-electrode interface. Figs 8.2 to 
8.5 show clearly the depression, not only of the lowest frequency arc but also 
of the intermediate arc of these disc samples. Franklin 
122 describes these 
effects as being due to both Warburg impedance and surface roughness which 
he treates quantitatively using "porosity" as a measure of roughness and model 
calculations are based on pore sizes. The variation of the pore sizes also plays 
a part in forming the depressed arcs. 
While these ideas are in reasonable accord with the spectra of the disc 
samples, the thick-film samples present an anomaly. The integrated nature 
of the contact should by Franklin's reasoning have an even more "porous-like" 
interface with regards to restricted carrier mobilities at the interfaces. 
122 - Examples are discussed by Franklin in which roughness effects are observed; 
i. e. a sample of ý Al 203 was fused with molten sodium electrodes and after 
cooling the spectrum was recorded at 200 0 C. An extremely flattened arc was 
produced which was attributed to roughness effects. The mode of application of 
these contacts most resembles that of the T-F samples. A glance at the 
low frequency arcs produced from thick-film samples (Figs 8.6 - 8.9) indicates 
arc depressions to be much less pronounced than expected, in fact they are 
much closer to semi-circles than arethe low frequency relaxations of disc 
samples. Inspection of the T-F spectra shows that the arcs become slightly 
more flattened in appearance in the following sequence of contact type: 
FIGURE 8.2 
Complex Plane Plots of Disc Au I 
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Complex Plane Plots of Disc Cu I 
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FIGURE 8.6 
Complex Plane Plots of T-F Sample SSS I 
(taken over the temperature range 296K-247.5K) 
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FIGURE 8.7 
Complex Plane Plots of T-F Sample SSS 3 
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Complex Plots of T-F Samples SSS 4 
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- closest to a semicircle 
Note that the admittance spectra shown in Fig. 8.9(b) has a skewed low 
frequency arc but this is due to the omission of one point and has no physical 
significance. At slightly lower temperatur, es the traces show the correct 
shapes of the low frequency arc. 
It should not be forgotten that for all disc samples the close proximity of 
the two low frequency relaxations may also have an overlapping effect which 
would show as a depression or flattening of the arcs. However, as can be 
seen from the highest temperature impedance spectra, where the lowest 
frequency relaxation is completely separated from the intermediate relaxation, 
there is still substantial depression of the arc maxima. Accepting that the 
flattening of the arcs is due to restricted diffusion-like motion of the 
charge carriers at the electrodes. This would indicate that, surprisingly, 
in T-F samples impeded diffusion is not a problem. 
For each different type of contact a duplicate was measured to test for 
repeatability of results. Compatible results were obtained for the samples 
whose results are quoted here. Copper electrodes deposited on discs were 
the only exception to this. After testing the sample "disc CuP over the 
temperature range quoted in Table 8.1, the copper electrodes were very 
discoloured and obvious oxidation had occurred. Subsequent tests with 
copper electrode "disc CuTI used a different temperature cycle to reduce the 
considerable time at elevated temperatures and the resulting spectra (of disc 
Cu2) were quite different. Direct comparison of spectra (see figures 8.4(b) (ii) 
and 8.5(b)) indicates that the oxidised contacts exhibit the low frequency 
relaxation to a much greater extent. This suggests that formation of the 
surface hydrated layer has been restricted in disc Cu2- 
Both disc and T-F samples have been shown to operate reproducibly as pH 
electrodes. Even though the contacts appear to be blocking in nature, under 
normal operational conditions (i. e. < 0.5V developed potential) the electrodes 
are reversible over long periods of time. it is of note that highly 
oxidised samples can also give good responses as was the case for Cu disc 
electrodes reported in Chapter 7. 
Ill. 
8.5 EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS 
The equivalent circuits constructed for both T-F and disc samples are shown in 
Figs. 8.10 and 8.11 respectively and they are the simplest circuits which can 
account for both the admittance and impedance spectra. Information on their 
construction was taken from spectra recorded at high temperature (-150 0 C). 
Reciprocal resistances were read directly from admittance spectra 
123 
and 
the maximum frequencies (fm) of the relaxations were used to obtain the 
relevant capacitances from, 
wT =I at the maximum 
and RC = T. 
Numerical results obtained from the spectra are listed in Appendix 11. The 
R and C values for the bulk (Rb and Cb), the hydrated layer (Rw and Cw) and 
for the electrode barrier process (Re and Ce) are given in Table 8.2. 
The intermediate and bulk relaxations present in spectra of disc samples are 
in keeping with similar spectra reported by Boulos et al'09, and Sandifor and 
Buck 124 9 As can be seen from Table 8.2, the resistances of bulk and hydrated 
layers are very similar. When the relative thicknesses of these two media 
are considered (the bulk being much the thicker layer) the resistivity of the 
hydrated layer must be much greater. This. is also consistent with the 
previously reported results. 
The circuit components of greatest interest are Ce and Re as these describe 
that part of the equivalent circuit which represents the metal electrode-glass 
interface. In the admittance spectrum there is not a separable feature which 
relates to those components, i. e. Ce is coupled with Re and Rb (and also Rw 
in the disc cases) in the low frequency relaxation and Cb with the reciprocal 
of the addition of O/Re) and O/Rb) in the high frequency relaxation. The 
resistances Rb and Rw are both strongly temperature dependent and this 
accounts for the movement of relaxation arcs along the real axis (over the 
temperature range used) in both admittance and impedance spectra. By 
contrast Re is only very slightly dependent on temperature. At room 
temperature Rb >> Re but at 150 0C the two are very similar. This explains 
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arc in admittance spectra. 
Table 8.3: Activation Energy for D. C. Conduction (eV) 
Sample From Impedance 
Data 
From Conductivities at 
various frequencies 
Disc Aul 0.77 0.85 
Disc Agl 0.77 0.86 
Disc Cul 0.72 0.82 
Disc Cu2 0.75 0.7 
SSS1 0.84 0.84 
SSS3 0.78 0.78 
SSS4 0.86 0.84 
SSS6 0.75 0.73 
8.6 ENERGETICS 
The following q6antitative information can be obtained from complex plane 
plots recorded over a range of temperatures: activation energies for both 
a. c. and d. c. conduction processes; bulk glass resistivity; activation energy 
for electrode processes and also the pre-exponential factors (A) from the 
Arrhenius relation. The A factors can give some indication of the type of 
process involved in the different relaxation phenomena. 
The activation energies for d. c. conduction are lisied in Table 8.3. Typical 
values for soda lime silicate glasses range from 0.71eV to 0.86eVI25 , largely 
dependent on the amount of Na and Ca present. Fig. 8.12 illustrates an 
example of the graphs used to obtain the activation energies listed in Table 8.3. 
These results were obtained in two ways: 
FIGURE 8.12 
(a) D. c. conductivity E act obtained 










2.5 3. o 3.5 
(1/T(K)) x 10' 
For numerical data see Appendix I Table I 
(b) D. c. conductivity E act 
from admittance data 
-10-- 
-4 1 OOHz 
E 
Cý 




tc 0 -7 
2.5 3.0 
(I/T(K)) x 10' 
For numerical data see Appenidx I Table 9 
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From plots of log cý vs 0 /T), where cy (or I /p) is obtained 
from the value of Z' where the low frequency side of the 
bulk relaxation arc intersects the real axis, for a range of 
temperatures. 
(ii) From plots of log a vs O/T), where cT is obtained from 
the real component of the admittance data at a 
particular chosen (fixed) frequency. Typical values of 
frequency used were 0.1 Hz, I Hz and 100 Hz. 
Direct (notionally d. c. ) measurements using a Keithley 610 electrometer 
were also made but stable readings were difficult to obtain at the 
relatively low temperatures used and the results are not considered 
good enough for the purposes of discussion. They are, however, listed 
(as are all the other results used to obtain Tables 8.3 and 8.4) in 
Appendix 1. 
Values for d. c. conductivities at room temperature were obtained from the 
experimental data and are listed in Table 8.4. 
Table 8.4: D. C. Conductivity at 298K (Qm)-l (with volume resiStivities 
(Qm) in brackets) 
Sample From Impedance Data From cy at Various 
Frequencies 
Disc Aul 1.5 x 10-9 (6.6 x 108) 6.1 x 10-9 (1.6 X 108) 
Disc Agl 1.8 x 10-9 (5.5 x 108) 2.3 x 10-1 0 (4.3 x 109) 
Disc Cul. 1.3 x 10-9 (7.7 x 108) 9 x 10-1 
6.1 
x 101) 
Disc Cu2 1.15 x 10-9(8.7 x 108) 3 x I (T9 (3.3 x 108) 
SSS]. 2.8 x 10-1 0 (3.6 x 109) 2.8 x 10-1 0 (3.6 x 109) 
SSS3 8.5 x IG-9 (1.2 x 108) 9.6 x IT9 (1.0 x 108) ' 
SSS4 4.7 x I(T'0(2.1 x 109) 3.4 x 10-1 0(2.9 x 109) 
SSS6 Ix lCj-ll( Ix loll) 5 x 10-10( 2 x 10) 
Manufacturers quote a value of 2.6 x 10-9 (3.89 x 108) for bulk 015 
Corning glass at 25 0 C. 
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As can be seen from Table 8.4, there is good agreement of disc samples with 
the manufacturer's values. Thick-film samples have slightly higher resistivities 
and this is consistent with the loss of Na during firing. Fairly good correlation 
of the impedance and frequency methods of determination validate the results. 
As before all numerical data are given in Appendix I and the information was 
obtained from the same graphs which gave Table 8.3, an example of which is 
Fig. 8.12. 
Table 8.5. lists the activation energies and Table 8.6 the pre-exponential 
factors (A) for the three relaxations of the disc samples and the two of the 
thick-film samples. 
Table 8.5: Activation Energies for A. C. Relaxations (eV) 






Disc Aul. 0.85 1.00 0.02 
Disc AgI 0.79 1.10 0.02 
Disc Cul. 0.73 0.98 0.04 
Disc Cu2 0.78 Unobtainable 0.01 
SSS1 0.85 - 0.01 
SSS3 0.74 - 0.01 
SSS4 0.76 - 0.01 
SSS6 0.74 - 0.01 
Note for comparison that Tomozawa 
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quotes a value of 0.86 eV for the 
activation energy (bulk) of soda lime glass used in his experiments. The E act 
for the bulk and hydrated layer (intermediate relaxation) relaxations were 
obtained from impedance data by plotting the frequency of the relaxation 
maxima (fm), for the particular relaxations, against O/T). An example is 
shown in Fig. 8.13. Values of T for the barrier process cannot be taken 
directly from the complexplane plots (see Fig. 8.10 and 8.11), but may be 
FIGURE 8.13 
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calculated if Ce is assumed constant over the temperature range and Ce 
multiplied by Re, which is obtained from either admittance or impedance 
plots at the different temperatures. 









Disc Aul. 7.6 X 1013 1.3 x 1014 0.145 
Disc Agl 1.3 x 1013 5.4 x 101 5 0.31 
Disc Cul. 9.9 1013 x 1614 1.25 xj 0.39 
Disc Cu2 6.2 x 1014 1.4 x 1014 0.44 
SSS1. 5.2 x 1014 0.125 
SSS3 6.9 x 1012 0.53 
SSS4 4.9 x 1013 0.118 
SSS6 1.55 xId2 0.09 
Comparison of the bulk relaxation activation energies and those for the d. c. 
process (Table 8.3) show the two to be very -similar. Disc samples in general 
have a higher activation energy for the intermediate relaxation although the 
pre-exponential factors are very similar to those of the conduction processes 
confirming that the intermediate relaxation is due to conduction (transport) 
phenomena but through a more resistive media than the bulk glass. 
The barrier electrode process for both T-F and disc samples show very little 
temperature dependence. The Arrhenius equation characterises a thermally 
activated reaction, and, for it to be valid E act 
>kT. Thus at 150 0 C, E act 
must be > 0.037 eV. Table 8.5 shows that only the disc Cu I sample meets this 
requirement but only just. In real terms the activation energy should be at 
least several times greater than kT to have any significance. The A factors 
for this relaxation are also completely out of range. Typical lattice 
vibrational frequencies 00) are related to the pre-exponential factor A by 
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A=v0 exp (AS /kT) 
Thermal vibrations in a solid are in the frequency range of the infra-red 
spectrum. Pre-exponential factors of the order _101 
3.5 are in the middle 
of that range and imply AS 
#z0, 
indicating little change in disorder, which 
is as expected for conduction processes. These results indicate that the 
electrode process is temperature independent and thus is not thermally 
activated within the range studied. An appropriate mechanism would most 
likely be a space charge mechanism, or some more complex process evoking 
a similar space charge mechanism. 
8.7 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
The a. c. responses are discussed in the sequence - the bulk process; the 
hydrated layer response and finally the barrier electrode response. 
The bulk process 
The activation energies for d. c. and a. c. conduction are in good agreement 
with previously reported values 
125,73 
and the resistivities obtained from the 
spectra correlate well with manufacturer's values. The pre-exponential A 
factors are consistent with a zero (or near zero) entropy of activation which 
is as expected for conduction processes. Mechanisms for this relaxation have 
been discussed in Chapter 4. 
(ii) The intermediate relaxation 
Present only in disc examples, this relaxation correlates well with results 




aqueous contacts The A factors also infer that this relaxation is due 
to a conduction reaction as AS# ; ýý 0. The capacitances associated with the 
relaxation (Table 8.2) reflect the expected narrower dimensions (e. g. bulk) 
and the correspondingly higher resistivity for the hydrated layer. The 
parameters of gel-layer formation described in Chapter 2 are also consistent 
with the results obtained in this study (i. e. high resistivity regions). 
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(iii) The barrier process 
The measured and derived parameters for the low frequency relaxation of 
both T-F and disc samples are very similar indicating a similar process to be 
occurring. The high values of Ce is in keeping with a space charge mechanism. 
It should also be noted that, as mentioned earlier (Chapter 7), T-F and disc 
pH sensors both give reproducible responses to change in pH over long periods 
of time, i. e. they are operationally reversible. Thus the evidence from a. c. 
spectra and pH measurements is that T-F and disc electrodes are more or 
less identical (with the exception of the hydrated layer). Their mode of 
construction however is very different. In the T-F samples the metal contact 
is chemically bound to the glass (see Chapter 3), and intuitively a different 
mechanism would be expected to that operating with evaporated contacts (i. e. 
in the disc samples). 
Within the various thick-film samples there are different types of contact: 
(i) a Pt-oxide intermediate layer in SSSI and SSS6 in which Na+ions are known to 
be mobile; (ii) an intermediate iron-oxide layer in which the Fe'+/Fe" couple 
may have an active role and lastly (iii) a Cu-oxide intermediate layer in which 
a CU2+/CU+ couple may be involved in the electrode process. The presence 
of these intermediate layers does seem to improve transport to and from the 
contact since, as noted earlier (section 8.4), the T-F samples show no sign of 
a Warburg-like impedance. In case G) a space charge mechanism could readily 
be envisaged at the plane of the Pt-oxide/metal interface; however, in cases 
(ii) and (iii) the site of a space charge is more difficult to specify as the change 
in equilibrium of the redox-couples, promoted by Na+ migration, may have a 
major role in the induction of charge on the metal cont act. Unfortunately, 
these speculations may not be resolvable in a. c. measurements. 
The study of electrode processes is complex and obviously a matter for further 
research. To date the only reports which clearly establish non-blocking solid 
contacts (to ionic conductors) through a. c. spectra have been either for silver 
or sodium contacts both of which are rather special cases recognised for their 
ability to diffuse readily in solids. 
Finally, in both T-F and disc cases, the barrier process is insensitive to 
temperature. The only relevant comparison which can be found in the literature 
is the report by Torný)zawPof an activation energy of -1 eV for electrode 
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polarisation in soda-lime silicate glass. This is clearly very different from the 
results obtained here where the barrier process appears to be unactivated. 
There is insufficient evidence to resolve this issue. However, the temperature 
range used here was much lower than Tomazawa's and it may be significant 
that at the higher temperatures used in this study, there is an upward trend 
in the slopes of log -r vs (I/T) (see Appendix 1). At the normal temperature of 
operation of a solid state pH sensor the evidence from the present work is 
that the barrier process does not depend significantly on temperature. 
CHAPTER 9: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
The problems involved in producing solid-state sensors are manifold and are 
by no means solved in this study. Nevertheless, many feasible routes toward 
that objective have been extensively investigated and promising directions 
of study have been revealed. The fabrication of thick-film pH electrodes, 
which function in a consistently stable fashion, has been accomplished but the 
exact procedure and materials required for high yield production have still to 
be developed. The major reason for the low yield was cracking of the T-F 
glass layer, hence if cracking can be prevented the yield should be much 
improved. The cause of cracking is almost certainly thermally induced tensile 
stresses frozen into the glass film on cooling from Tg. The stresses originate 
from the difference in TECs of substrate and glass. Simple calculations show 
that the tensile stress, in the glass film, could be as high as 100 MN M-2 which 
is not very different from the fracture strength (under tensiony of typical 
brittle solids. One solution would be to find a suitable substrate material with 
a TEC slightly higher than that of the glass, so that the glass film is under 
compression and thus able to withstand much greater stress. Alternative 
methods of depositing the glass may also reduce stress in the films, e. g. 
sputtering could be investigated. An even more interesting possibility is the 
low temperature deposition technique of the sol-gel process, which if 
successful would eliminate thermally induced stress. 
The crucial factor governing the response of' T-F pH electrodes has been 
experimentally established (see chapters 6 and 7) to be the glass surface 
condition. The ability of the surface to hydrate and form a gel-layer was 
found to be more important to the electrode function than the type of "back 
contact". The pH sensitivity has also been shown to depend on the thermal 
history of the glass surface. Physically robust electrodes with stable responses 
were obtained for each type of electrical contact investigated. The long-term 
stability of these electrodes revealed no particular preference for the type of 
contact. The only noticeable feature was that glass layers over oxidised metal 
contacts were less prone to fracture, but longevity was not a function of the 
type of glass-to-metal interface. 
The fact that all the different types of electrodes constructed provided some 
examples which were long lived, albeit with a low yield, has a bearing on the 
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theoretical aspects of their function. The back contact of all long lived and 
stable electrodes must be reversible with respect to the electrode process 
occurring at the glass-metal interfacial zone or plane. Irrespective of the 
electrode mechanism (be it through a zone of mixed conduction; via a space 
charge, redox or discharge mechanism, or combinations of these)- the process 
was reversible. The reversibility was monitored by studying the continued 
stable responses to change in pH over a period of several months continuous 
monitoring. All these back contacts must be reversible under the required 
operating conditions. 
In many respects this project is a focus from which several interesting lines 
of fundamental research radiate. 
The exact nature of the reactions occurring at the glass-aqueous 
so lution interface (as tentatively illustrated in Fig. 2.4)'s a subject 
requiring experimental confirmation. The site binding model as 
discussed in chapter 2 predicts a variable pH response for solid- 
state sensors with a nernstian response as an uppermost limit. 
(ii) Encapsulation remains a major fundamental and practical problem. 
(iii) Simulation of conventional glass electrode processes by their 
solid analogues (as discussed in chapters 3 and 4) would be an 
invaluable and interesting extension. 
Ov) A. c. impedance technqiues are probably the most informative 
probes available for characterising the complex nature of solid- 
state electrode processes. Much work remains to be done on the 
mixed ionic-electronic conducting materials for a proper 
understanding of the structures already proposed as being reasonable 
for stable electrode functioning (chapters 3 and 4). 
In addition to the fundamental studies above, more practical advances could 
be made by investigating new modes of deposition, i. e. sputtering and sol- 
gel processes. The integration of a well defined micro-reference electrode 
is also a subject for practical investigation. 
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Many new ideas were generated in both the experimental work and during 
the course of compiling this thesis. Two particularly clear routes to explore 
are the following: 
A preliminary experiment to characterise the surface processes 
and separate them from the back contact process (i. e. problem 
(i) above) would involve the fabrication of a pH sensor with 
sodium (or its amalgam) electrodes. The conduction processes 
for such a system are already well-defined in the literature and 
this electrical contact is totally reversible. Variations could be 
made to the glass surface, i. e. repeatin& the different types of 
heat-treatments used in T-F electrode fabrication. Evaluating 
the responses of such electrodes Would test the predictions of the 
site binding model. 
2. One particularly neat application of glass technology to the problem 
of integrating a reference electrode would be to deposit silver on 
a thick film substrate. Electroplating Ag in the normal fashion on, 
for example, a Pt/Au contact would be followed by chlorination, 
again by electrolysis 
119 
, to form the standard Ag/AgCl reference 
electrode. Subsequent total coverage could be done with a 
Vycor glass which would seal in the electrode couple. Annealling 
at 500 0C- 800 0C phase separates the Vycor glass into two 
interconnected phases 
77 
, one rich in s'ilica and the other rich in 
boric oxide. The boric oxide phase is easily dissolved in dilute HCI 
forming a porous nearly pure silica glass frit. This structure, in 
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